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Nelly Oudshoom isa historian of science. This excerpt
from her workpresents a historical view of how differ
ences between male and female bodies have been
understood in scientific and biological thought in
European culture since the sixteenth century. Oud
shoorn shows us that knowledge about gender changes
with time and place.
. . . The myriad ways in which scientists have under
stood sex provide many illuminating countermoves
to the argu ment that sex is an unequivocal, ahistorical
attribute of the body that, once unveiled by science, is
valid everywhere and within every context. Early
medical texts in particular challenge our present-day
perceptions of male and female bodies. For our post
modern minds it is hard to imagine that for two thou
sand years, male and female bodies were not concep
tualized in terms of differences. Medical texts from
the ancient Greeks until th e late eighteenth century
described male and female bodies as fundamentally
Nelly Oudshoorn , "Sex and the Body," Beyond the Natura!
Body: An Archaeology of Sex Hormones New York, Routledge,
J 994: 6-1 I.
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similar. Women had even the same genitals as men,
with one difference: "theirs are inside the body and
not outside it." In this approach, characterized by
Thomas Laqueur as the "one-sex model," the female
body was understood as a "male turned inside her
self," not a different sex, but a lesser version of the
male body (Laqueur 1990). Medical textbooks of this
period show drawings of the female genitals that
stress their resemblance to male genitalia so vividly
that one could believe them to be representations of
the male penis. For thousands of years the "one-sex
model" dominated biomedical discourse, even to
such an extent that medical texts lacked a specific
anatomical nomenclature for female reproductive
organs. The ovary, for instance, did not have a name
of its own, but was described as the female testicle,
•
thus referring again to the male organ. The language
we are now familiar with, such as vagina and clitoris,
sim ply did not exist (Laqueur 1990: 5, 96).
This emphasis on similarities rather than differ
ences is also present in the texts of anatomists who
studied parts of the body other than the reproduc
tive organs. For Vesalius, the father of anatomy, "sex
was onl y skin deep, limited to differences in the
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outline of the body and the organs of reproduction.
In his view, all other organs were interchangeable
between the sexes" .Schiebinger 1989: ] 89:;. In his
beautiful drawings of the skeleton in Epitome; an
anatomical atlas that appeared in 1543, Vesalius did I
IiOt 'giVe a s~ to ;the bony structure of the body
(Schiebinger 1989: ]82). This (as we would now per
ceiveit) "indifference" of medical scientists to bodily
differences between the sexes does not seem to be a
consequence of ignorance of the female body. Since
the fourteenth century, the dissection of women's
bodies was part of anatomical practice (Schiebinger
1989: 182). According to Laqueur, the stress on sim
ilarities, representing the female body as just a gra
dation of one basic male type, was inextricably in
tertwined with patriarchal thinking, reflecting the
values of an overwhelmingly male public world in
which "man is the measure of all things, and woman
does not exist as an ontologically distinct category"
(Laqueur 1990: 62).
It was only in the eighteenth century that biomed
ical discourse first included a concept of sex that is
more familiar to our present-day interpretations of
the male and the female body. The long-established
tradition that emphasized bodily similarities over dif
ferences began to be heavily criticized. In the mid
eighteenth. century7 anatomists increasingly focused
on b"odily"dTfi'crenceslbetween the sexes and argued
that se.xw as"iiot restricted to the-reproductiveorgans,
oras"OIiephySiaan put it: "the essenceofsex is no_tg>n
fined fo a single or gan but extends, through more or
lessperceptible nuances, into every pa rt" (Schiebinger
1989: 189). The first part of the bod)' to become sexu
alized was the skeleton, If sex differences could be
found in "the hardest part of the body," it would be
likely that sex penetrated "every muscle, vein. and
organ attached to and molded by the skeleton"
(Schiebinger 1989: 191). In the 1750s, the first-female
skeletons -appear.e.Q in IM4i_caLtextbooks.. Landa
Schiebinger has described how anatomists paid spe
cial attention to those parts ofthe skeleton that would
become socially significant, amongst which was the
skull. Thed epiction·of'tl1e'female skull was used to ,
proye':"th""aTwoIilen's intellectual capacities were infe
riorto thoseofmen (Schiebinger 1986). Thehistory of
medicine in thisperiod contains many illustrations of
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similar reflections of the social role of women in the
representation of the human body. Anatomists of
more recent centuries "mended nature to fit emerging
ideals of masculinity and femininity" (Schiebinger
1989: 203) .1 In nineteenth-ceoturyceUularphysiolog)'
the medical gaze shifted from the bones to the cells.
Physiological "facts" were used to explain the passive
nature ofwomen. The biomedical sciences thus func
tioned as an arbiter in sociopolitical debates about
women's rights and abilities (Laqueur 1990: 6,215).
By the late nineteenth century medical scientists
had extended this sexualization to every imaginable
part of the bod}': bones, blood vessels, cells, hair, and
brains (Schiebinger 1989: 189). 0 nly the eye seems
to have no sex (Honegger 1991: 176). Biomedical
discourse thus shows a clear shift in focus from sim
ilarities to differences.' The female and the male
body now became conceptualized in terms of oppo
site bodies with "incommensurably different or
gans, functions, and feelings" (lagueur 1990: viii).
Following this shift, the female body became tbe
medical object par excellence (Foucault 1976), em
phasizing woman's unique sexual character. Medical
scientists now started to identify the "essential
features that belong to her, that serve to distinguish
her, that make her what she is" (Laqueur 1990: 5).
The.J1ledLC<!!Jiterature of this peri9g:shows], radi~
naturalization-of"'£CEliniliity ~...l!ith- scienti~ re
ducedaw0 II!a n -to-one sp'eciljc organf In the eigh 
teenth and nineteenth centuries scientists set out to
localize the "essence" of femininity in different places
in the body. Until the mid-nineteenth century. scien
tists considered the uterus as the seat of femininity.
This conceptualization is reflected in the statement
of the German poet and naturalist Johann V,rolfgang
VOI1 Goethe (1749-1832): Der Hauptpunkt der
ganzen weiblichen Existenz ist die Gebaermurter
(The main point or the essence] of the entire female
existence is the womb) (Medvei 1983: 213).
In the middle of the nineteenth century, medical
attention began to shift from the uterus to the
ovaries, which came to be regarded as largely au
tonomous control centers of reproduction in the fe
male animal, while in humans they were thought to
be the "essence" of femininity itself (Gallagher and
Laqueur 1987: 27). In 1848, Virchow (18]7-1885),
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often portrayed as the founding father of physiol
ogy, characteri zed the function of the ovaries:
It ha s be en completely wrong to regard the uterus as
the characteristic o rgan . . .. Th e womb, as part of th e
sexu al canal, o f th e whole appa ratus of reproduction, is
merely an o rgan of seco nd ar y importance. Remove the
ovar y, and we sh all h ave before us a masculine woman ,
an ugly h alf-form with the coarse and harsh form, th e
heavy bone formation, the mou sta che, the rough voice,
th e flat chest, th e so u r and egois t ic m entality, and th e
di storted o u tlook .. . in sho r t, all tha t we ad m ire and
respect in wo ma n as womanly, is m erel y dependent on
he r ovari es.
(~edvei

1983: 215)

The search for the fem ale organ par excellence was
not just a theoretical endea vor. The place in the body
where the "essence" of feminin ity was located be
came the object of surgical interventions. The
ovar ies, perceived as the "organs of crises," became
the paradigmatic object of the medic al specialty of
gynecology that was establish ed in the late nine
teenth century (Honegger 1991: 209, 211). Th e
medical attention given to the ovaries resulted in the
widespread pr actice of surgical operations for re
moval of the ovari es in many European countries, as
well as in the United States. In the 1870s and 1880s,
thousands of wom en were subjected to th is dr astic
procedure for the treatment of men strual irregul ari 
ties and various neuroses (Corner 1965: 4).
Early in the twentieth: century, the "essence" of
femininity. came to De located not in an organ but
in chem ical substances: sex hormones. The new
field of sex endo crin ology introduced the concept
of "female" and "male" sex hormones as chemical

messengers of femin inity and masculinity.This hor 
monally constructed concept of the bod y has devel
oped into on e of the dom inant modes of thinking
about the biological roots of sex differences. Marry
types of behavior, roles, functions, and characteris
tics consid ered as typic ally male or female in West
ern culture have been ascribed to hormones.' In this
process, the female body, but not the male body, has
become increasingly portrayed as a body completely
controlled by hormones. At this moment, the hor 
mones estrogen and pro gesterone are the most
widely used drugs in the histor y of medi cine. These
substances are a popular means of controlling fertil
ity and are used for numerous other purposes: as
men struation regulators or abortifacients, in preg
nancy tests, and as specific medications for female
men opause . Hormones are produced by pharma
ceuti cal companies and delivered to wom en through
a worldwide distribut ion network , including Th ird
World countries (Wolffers et al. 1989: 27). This was
not so a centu ry ago. Our grandmothers did not
know of any hormones: estro gen and progesteron e
as such did not exist in the nineteenth century. Th e
concept of hormones was coined in 1905, and it
took two decades before pharmaceuti cal com panies
began the mass production of hormones. Nowadays
millions of women take hormonal pills and many of
us have adopted the hormon al model to explain our
bodi es.
[ ... ] Feminist studies have pointed out th at cul
tural stereotypes about women and men play an im
portant role in shaping scient ific theories. The major
quest ion that emer ges then is: to what extent do
scientists use cultura l not ions in their research
pr actice?
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KEY TERMS
biomedicat The biology
medical knowledge.

of bodies;

basis of

discourse A concept drawn from the work of
Michel Foucault, the French historian and
philosopher of the late twentieth century, that refers
to a dominant or powerful way of thinking.

p

gender The assignment of masculine and feminine
characteristics to bodies in cultural contexts .
sex The categories of male and female and the
biological characteristics and properties of bodies
placed in these categories.
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READING B
Emily Martin

Emily Martin is a feminist anthropologist. In this ex
cerpt, she shows how scientific knowledge, believed to
befactual and objective, reflects biases against women
that aresharedby the societies in which this knowledge
is produced.

Egg and Sperm: A Scientific
Fairy Tale
At a fundamental level, all major scientific textl5ook~
dep'ict male an a female reproauctive organs as sys~
tems for tHe p,roauction of valua Diesu15stances, such'
as eggs and sperm. 1 In the case 0 women, th e
monthly cycle is a escribeCi as 1k ing designea to pro
duce eggs and p'r eRare a suitable p'lace for them to be'
fertiUzea an a grown-all to the end of making ba
bies. But the enthusiasm ends there. By extolling the
female cycle as a productive enterprise, menstrua
tion must necessarily be viewed as a failure. Medical
texts describe menstruation as the "debris" of the'
uterine lining, the result of necrosis, or death of
tissue'. The descriptions imply that a system has
gone awry, making products of no use, not to
specification, unsalable, wasted, scrap. An illustra
tion in a widely used medical text shows menstrua
tion as a chaotic disintegration of form, comple
menting the many texts that describe it as "ceasing,"
"dying;' "losing;' "denuding;' "expelling."
Male reproductive physiology is evaluated quite
differently. One of the texts that sees menstruation as
failed production employs a sort of breathless prose
when it describes the maturation of sperm: "The
mechanisms which guide the remarkable cellular
Emily Martin, "The Egg and the Sperm: How Science Has
Constructed a Romance Based on Stereotyped Male-Female
Roles," in Gender and Scientific Authority, eds. Barbara Laslett et
al., Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996: 324-8, 337-9.
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transformation from spermatid to mature sperm re
main uncertain.... Pernaps th e most amazing char
acteristic of spermatogenesis is its sheer magnitude:
the normal human male may manufacture sever~l
hundred million sperm per day.l'3 In the classic text
Medical Physiology, edited by Vernon Mountcastle,
the male/female, productive/destructive comparison
is more explicit: "WHereas the female sheds oIily "a
single gamete each month, the seminiferous tubules
produce hundreds of millions of sperm each day"
(emphasis mine)." The female author of another text
marvels at the length of the microscopic seminifer
ous tubules, which, if uncoiled and placed end to
end, "would span almost one-third of a mile!" She
writes, "In an adult male these structures produce
millions of sperm cells each day." Later she asks,
"How is this feat accomplishedi'" None of these
texts expresses such intense enthusiasm for any fe
male processes. It is surel y, no accident that t e
"remarkable" process of making sperm involves pre
cisely. what, in the medical view, menstruation does
not: production of something deemed valuable!6
One could argue that menstruation and sper
matogenesis are not analogous processes and, there
fore, should not be expected to elicit the same kind of
response. The proper female analogy to spermatoge
nesis, biologically, is ovulation. Yet ovulation does
not merit enthusiasm in these texts either, Textbook
descriptions stress that all of the ovarian follicles
containing ova are already present at birth. Far from
being produced, as sperm are, they merely sit on the
shelf, slowly degenerating and aging like overstocked
inventory: "At birth, normal human ovaries contain
an estimated one million follicles [each], and no new
ones appear after birth. Thus, in marked contrast to
the male, the newborn female already has all the
germ cells she will ever have. Only a few, perhaps 400,
are destined to reach full maturity during her active
productive life. All the others degenerate at some
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point in their development so that few, if any, remain
by the time she reaches menopause at approximately
50 years of age,'? Note the "marked contrast" that this
description sets up between male and female: the
male, who continuously produces fresh germ cells,
and the female, who has stockpiled germ cells by
birth and is faced with their degeneration.
Nor are the female organs spared such vivid de
scriptions. One scientistwrifes:ina newspaper article
thal. a woman's .ovarie.§ become old and worn out
from'":ripening :eggs e,V'ery month, even j hough the
woman herself is still 'relatively young: "When yotl
look~thro ugfi a lapa roscope ... at an ovary that has
bee n1hrough nui ldredso ( cycles, even in a-superbly
healthy American female, .you see a scarred, battered
organ /"
To avoid the negative connotations that some peo
ple associate with the female reproductive system, sci
entists could begin to describe male and female
processes as homologous, They might credit females
with "producing" mature ova one at a time, as they're
needed each month, and describe males as having to
face problems of degenerating germ cells.This degen
eration would occur throughout life among sper
matogonia, the undifferentiated germ cells in the testes
that are the long-lived, dormant precursors of sperm.
But the texts have an almost dogged insistence on
casting female processes in a negative light. Th e texts
celebrate sp,erm produftion beca use iti§.f.9ntinuQus
from .'jJUber:ty':tP.senescence, white they;p"5'rtray egg
productio-n ,'lli i fife Ij9 r~because:-ins fuiisned at birth.
This makes the female seem unproductive, but some
texts will also insist that it is she who is wasteful." In
a section heading for Molecular Biologyof the Cell, a
best-selling text, we are told that "Oogenesis is
wasteful." Th~_text goes~Qn -to~emph as ize~that of the
seven-million-oogoniar-or egg germ cells7.in the fe
mal~m~r rQ,]i:Ost2~g~..n!.rate iE-'the ovary. Of those
that do go on to become oocytes, or eggs, many also
degenerate, so that at birth only two million eggs re
main in the ovaries. Degeneration continues
throughout a woman's life: by puberty 300,000 eggs
remain, and only a few are present by menopause.
"During the 40 or so years of a woman's reproduc
tive life, only 400 to 500 eggs will have been re
leased," the authors write. "All the rest will have
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degenerated. It is stiLI a mystery why so many eggs
are formed only to die in the ovaries."?
The real mystery is why the male's vast produc
tion of sperm is not seen as wasteful." Assuming
that a man "produces" 100 million (l08) sperm per
day (a conservative estimate) during an average re
productive life of 60 years, he would produce well
over two trillion sperm in his lifetime. Assuming
that a woman "ripens" one egg per lunar month, or
13 per year, over the course of her 40-year reproduc
tive life, she would total 500 eggs in her lifetime. But
the word "waste" implies an excess, too much-pr~
duced. -Ass~ming two or.three offsprifig, for evety
baby a"woman prodllces,-she-wastes .o n!y around;
200 eggs. For everj, baby a ma n proa iices, he wast~
~o~ t~an-one tr i.lli911( 1012rsiteliin.
How is it that positive images are denied to the bod
ies of women? Alook at language-in this case, scien
,tific language-provides the first clue. Take the egg
and the sperrn.F It is remarkable how"femininely"the
egg behaves and how "masculinely" the sperm.':' The
egg is seen as large and passive." It does not move or
journey, but passively "is transported.Yis swept,":" or
even "drifts":" along the fallopian tube. In utter con
trast, sperm are small, "strearnlined.?" and invariably
active. They "deliver" their genes to the egg, "activate
the developmental program of the egg,"!" and have a
"velocity" that is often remarked upon." Their tails
are "strong" and efficiently powered." Together with
the forces of ejaculation, they can "propel the semen
into the deepest recesses of the vagina,'?' For this they
need "energy;' "fuel,"l2 so that with a "whiplashlike
motion and strong lurches'r" they can "burrow
through the egg coat?" and "penetrate" it. 25
At its extreme, the age-old relationship of the egg
and the sperm takes on a royal or religious patina.
The egg coat, its protective barrier, is sometimes
called its "vestments," a term usually reserved for sa
cred, religious dress. The egg is said to have a
"corona.r" a crown, and to be accompanied by"at
tendant cells.',27 It is holy, set apart and above, the
queen to the sperm's king. The egg is. also passive,
which,~means it must depend on sperm-for- reso le ,
Gerald Schatten and Helen Schatten liken the egg's
role to that of Sleeping Beauty: "a dormant bride
awaiting her mate's magic kiss, which instills the
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spirit that brings her to life.,,28 Sperm, by contrast,
have a "mission:'29 which is to "move through the
female genital tract in guest of the ovum.F" One
popular account has it that the sperm carry out a
"perilous journey" into the "warm darkness," where
some fall away "exhausted." "Survivors" "assault" the
egg, the successful candidates "surrounding the
prize,'?' Part of the urgency of this journey, in more
scientific terms, is that "once released from the sup
portive environment of the ovary, an egg will die
within hours unless rescued by a sperm,":" The
wording stresses the fragility and dependency of the
egg, even though the same text acknowledges else
where that sperm also live for only a few hours."
[... J
Can we envision a less stereotypical view? Biology
itself provides another model that could be applied
to the egg and the sperm. The cybernetic model
with its feedback loops, flexible adaptation to
change, coordination of the parts within a whole,
evolution over time, and changing response to the
environment-is common in genetics, endocrinol
ogy, and ecology and has a growing influence in med
icine in general." This model has the potential to'
shift our imagery from the negative, in which the fe
male reproductive system is castigated both for not
producing eggs after birth and for producing (and
thus wasting) too many eggs overall, to something'
more positive. The female reproductive system could'
De seen as resp-onding to the environment (preg
nancy or menopause), adjusting to monthly changes
(menstruation), and flexibly changing from repro
ductivity after puberty to nonreproductivity later in
life.The sperm and egg's interaction could also be de
scribed in cybernetic terms. J. F. Hartman's research
in reproductive biology demonstrated fifteen years
ago that if an egg is killed bybeing pricked with a nee
dle, live sperm cannot get through the zona. 35 Clearly,
this evidence shows that the egg and sperm do inter
act on more mutual terrns r making biology's refusal
to portray them that way all the more disturbing.
We would do well to be aware, however, that
cybernetic imagery is hardly neutral. In the past, cy
bernetic models have played an important part in
the imposition of social control. These models
inherently provide a way of thinking about a "field"

of interacting components. Once the field can be
seen , it can become the object of new forms of
knowledge, which in turn can allow new forms of so
cial control to be exerted over the components of the
field. During the 1950s, for example, medicine began
to recognize the psychosocial environmentof the pa
tient: the patient's family and its psychodynamics.
Professions such as social work began to focus on
this new environment, and the resulting knowledge
became one way to further control the patient. Pa
tients began to be seen not as isolated, individual
bodies, but as psychosocial entities located in an
"ecological" system: management of "the patient's
psychology was a new entree to patient control.t"
The models that biologists use to describe their
data can have important social effects. During the
nineteenth century, the social and natural sciences
strongly influenced each other: the social ideas of
Malthus about how to avoid the natural increase of
the poor inspired Darwin's Origin of Species.? Once
the Origin stood as a description of the natural
world, complete with competition and market
struggles, it could be reimported into social science
as social Darwinism, in order to just ify the social
order of the time. What we are seeing now is similar:
the importation of. cultural iaeas about passive fe
males and heroic males into the "personalities' of
gametes. This amounts to the "implanting of social
imagery on representations of nature so as to lay a
firm basis for reimporting exactly that same imagery
as natural explanations of social phenomena.Y"
Further research would show us exactly what so
cial effects are being wrought from the biological im
agery of egg and sperm. At the very least, the imagery
keeps alive some of the hoariest old stereotypes a50ut
weak damsels in distress and their strong mate res
cuers . That these stereotypes are now being written in
at the level of the cell constitutes a powerful move to
make them seem so natural as to be beyond alteration.
. The stereotypical imagery might also encourage
people to imagine that what results from the interac
tion of egg and sperm-a fertilized egg-is the re
sult of deliberate "hu man" action at the cellular
level. Whatever the intentions of the human couple,
in this microscopic "culture" a cellular "bride" (or
femme fatale) and a cellular "groom" (her victim)
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make a cellula r bab y. Rosalind Petchesky p.,gin ts out
that tJ:u:Q..ugh visual representations such as. sono
grams, we are gixen':
younger and"younger;
and tini~ _a~:,ll!1 Le:r::fetUs es beinCsaved.''/ This
leads to "the po int of visibility being 'pushed back'
indefinitely."39 E !ldo~ng!.gg and,jp.e.rm_with inten'
tional action, a key aspect of pe~onhood in- our
culture, iay£t~e fou;.2~ti9~nJor the point'of viability
being pU.i.h~ b<Lck-tO': the -moiiient-of-fertilizatio ri .
Th is will likely lead to greater acceptance of
technological developments an d new forms of
scrutiny and m anipulation, for the benefit of these
inne r "persons": court-o rdered restrictions on a
pregnant woman's activities in order to protect her
fetus, fetal surgery, amniocentesis, and rescinding of
abortion rights, to name but a few examples"
Even if we suc ceed in substituting m ore egalitar
ian , in teractive metaphors to describe the ac tivities
of egg and sp erm, and manage to avoid the pitfalls of

imagesof
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cybernetic models, we would still be gu ilty of en 
dowing cellular entities with personhood. More cru
cial, then, th an what kinds of personalities we best ow
on cells is th e very fact th at we are do ing it at all. This
process co uld ultimately have the m os t disturbing
social conseq uences.
One clear feminist challenge is to wake up sleep

i !,1g;p.horsjn .s,!:i~nce, P!l.rJ t!Jil~ly tho ~e 'i~v~lve,d

in c!.escrip tions <1(, tl'ie egg,An~:t.be-sperrn'. Alth ough
the literary convention is to call such metaphors
"dead;' th ey are not so m uch dead as sleeping, hidden
within the scientific content of texts-and all the
more powe rful for it." Waking up su ch metaphors,
by becoming aware of when we are projecting cul
tural im agery onto what we study, will improve our
ability to investigate and understand nature. Waking
Up' such metap'hors, by becomin-gaware .oLth eir int
- - ---...
=
pli~w.:.n·S;..will _rpb,,]hem of.their.powei 1Q.'i'llifiiralize
our foc iiirconveirti0i1s"a6OUt:genaer.

KEY TERMS
cybernetic The science of systems, human
and mechanical, characterized by flexibility and
self-regulation .

social DarWinism the use of Darwin's ideas of
natural selection to control populations or
manipulate the survival of one group over another.

Darwinism The ideas of Charles Darwin, who in
the second half of the nineteenth century wrote that
"natural selection" was the process in which nature
ensured the survival of the best and the strongest.

stereotype A way of thinking about a group or
person based on o set of behaviors or qualities that
are believed to be fixed and unchanging.

psychodynamic

Changing mental activities .
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Anne Fausto-Sterling

Anne Fausto-Sterling, feminist biologist and historian
of science, argues that scienceisfounded on many sex
ist assumptions. This should not lead us to disregard
scientific knowledge. Rather, we must understand
that science reveals the personal beliefs and feelings of
researchers, so we must take those ideologies and
sentiments into account.
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Science, according to definition, is knowl edge based
on truth, which appears as fact obt ained by system
atic study and precise obser vation. To be scientific is
to be unsentimental, rational, straight-thinking, cor
rect, rigorous, exact. Yet in both the nin eteenth and
twentieth centuries scien tists made strong state
ments about th e social and political roles of women,
claimin g all the while to speak the scientific truth.
Feminists, too, have used scientifi c arguments to
bolster their cause.' Furthermore, research about sex
differences frequently contains gross procedural et
rors. In a 1981 art icle on e well-known psychologist
cited "ten ubiquitous methodological problems"
that plague such work. " Th e list contains striking er
rors in logic-such as experiments done only on
males from which th e investigators dr aw conclu
sions about females, and the use of lim ited (usuall y
white, middle-class) experimen tal populations from
which a scientist draw s conclusions about all males
or females. Perhaps · the·most-widespread~rtleth o (k
ologicatPI obleill is pinning th e resUltsof a study on
geni er.when di.fferm ces_coulg be ~xp la ined by other
variables'. Many research ers note, for example, that
boys do bett er than girls on college entrance tests in
mathematics. For years .scientists concluded from
such results that boys are better at math than are
girls. Recently, however, several investigators have

Anne Pausto -Steriin g, "The Biological Connecti on ;' Myths of
Gender, New York: Basic Books, 1992: 8- 10.

pointed out th at girls take fewer math course s in
high school; thus, college entrance exams pit boys
with more training in math against girls with less
training. Sex and course taking are confounded, and
the conclusion th at boys are inherently better at
math rem ains with out clear-cut support.
What is th e untrained onlooker to make of all
this? Are these examples of «science corru pted," as
one historian has called the misrepresentation of
women in scientific studies, ' or do such cases pro
vide evidence for a rather different view of science
one in which the scientists th emselves emerg e as cul
tural produ cts, their activities stru ctured, often
unc onsciously, by the great social issues of the day?
During the past 15 years scholars in women's studies
have looked ha rd at virtually every field of intellec
tual inquiry, all the while feeling more and more like
the child in the story about tine empe ror 's new
clothes. Exam inin g the same material that for years
great intellects had deemed solid, whole, flawless,
they have found themselves asking, naively at first,
but then with greater factual and theoretical sophis
ticat ion, "But where are the wom en?" and, «If you
take women into account, doesn 't th at change the
whole conclusion?" Scientific inquiry, particularly as
it pertains to sex and gender, has been no excepti on.
If science as an overall end eavor is completely ob
jective and functions independently of the prevail
ing social wind s, then scientists who commit gross
errors of m etho d and interpretation are simply bad
at their jobs. Theproblem with this view is that flaws
in research design often show up in the work of in
telligent, serious men and women who -have -been
trained: at the best institutions in- the country,
By all conventional measures-publication record,
employm ent in un iversities, invitations to scholarly
conferences- they are good scientists, highly re
garded by thei r peers. Here, then, we face an appar
ent pa rado x. Some of the mo st recogn ized scient ists
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in their fields have built a reputation on wh at others,
myself included, now claim to be bad work. One
could resolve the paradox simply by denouncing the
entire scien tific enterprise as intellectually corrupt,
but I find thi s an unacceptable po sition. I believe
that the majority of scientists not onl y are hi ghly
cap able but tr y in good faith to design care ful,
thoughtful experiments. Why, then, do they seem to
fail so regu larly when it comes to research on sex
differences?
The answer may be found if, rather th an simply
dismissin g these researchers as bad at their trade, we
th ink about what they do as "conven tiona l science."
In analyzing mal e/female differences thes e scientists
peer through the prism of everyday culture, using
the colors so separated to highlight th eir questions,
design their experiments, and interpret their results .
More often th an not their hidden agendas, non
con scious and thus unarticulated, bear strong
resemblances to broader social agendas. Historians
of science have become increasingly aware th at even
in th e most "objective" of fields-chemist ry and
physics-a scientist may fail to see something th at is
right under his or her nose because currently ac
cepted theory cannot account for the obs ervation."
Although no one can be entirely successful, all seri
ous scientists strive to eliminate such blind spots.
The pro spe cts for success diminish enormously,
how ever, when the area of resea rch touches one very
personally. And what could be more personally sig
nificant than our sense of ourselves as male or fe
male ? In the study of gender (like sexuality and race)
it is inherently impossible for any individual to do
unbiased research.
What, then, is to be done? We could call for a ban
on all research into sex differences. But that would

leave que stions of genuine soc ial and scientific inter 
est unanswer ed. We could claim an agnostic posi
tion-that all research is good for its own sake-but
no one really believe s that. Scientists make judg
ments all the time about the importance of particu
lar lines of research, and those deemed frivolous or
otherwise insignificant fail to receive funding. We
ou ght, therefore, neither to impose research bans
nor to claim agnostici sm. Instead, we ought to ex
pect that individual researchers will articulate
both to themselves and publicly-exactly where
they stand , what they think, and, most importantly,
what the y feel deep down in th eir guts about the
complex of personal and social issues that relate to
their area of research. Then l ~t th e reader beware.
The reader can look at the data, th-i-flk1wouttlre-logic
of the argument, figure out how the starting ques
tions were fram ed , and co nsider alternate interpre
tations of the data. By definition, one cannot see
one's own blind spots; therefore one must acknowl
edge the probability of their preserice and provide
others with enough information to identify and
illuminate them.
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udo Schuklenk, Edward Stein, Jacinta Kerin, and William Byne

The authors examine the scientific research that seeks
to substantiate the claim that homosexuality has a
genetic basis. The)' believe that the biases that inform
the science of the "gay gene" will lead to increasing
discrim ination against gays and lesbians.

Ethical Concerns
We have several ethic al con cern s about genetic re
search on sexua l orientation. Underlying these con
cerns is the fact that even in our contempora ry soci
eties, lesbians, gay men, and bisexu als are subject to
widespread discrimination and social disapproba
tion. Against this background, we are concerned
'~ u t the particularly gru esome history of the use of
such research. Man y homosexual peopl e have been
forced-to und ergo "trea tments" to cha nge thei r sex
ual orientation , wh ile othe rs have "chos en" to un
dergo the'tn in order to escape societal homophobia.
All too oftih, scientifically qu estion able "therape u
tic" approaches destroyed the lives of perfectly
healthy people. "Conversio n therapies" have in
cluded electroshock treatment, horm onal therapies,
genital mutilation, and brain surgery,' We are con 
cerned abou t the negat ive ram ificat ions of biologi
cal research on sexual or ienta tion, espec ially in ho
mophobic societies. In Germany, some scholars have
warned of the potential for abuse of such geneti c re
search, while others have called for a mo ratoriu m o n

Udo Schuklenk, Edward Ste in, Jacin ta Kerin , William Byne, "The
Ethics of Gene tic Resear ch on Sexual Orien tat ion ," TIleHastings
Center Report, Has tings Center, Ha st ings-a n -Hudson, Julyl
August 1997: 1-4 .

it to pr event the possible abuse of its results in ho
mophobic societies. Th ese warn ings shou ld be taken
seriou sly.
We are concerned that peopl e conductin g
resear ch on sexu al ori entat ion wor k within homo
phobic fram eworks, despite their occasional claims
to th e contrary. A pr im e example is th e Germ an ob 
stetricia n Gun ter Dorner, whose descri ptions of
homosexu ality ill-conceal his het erosexism . Dorn er
writes about homosexu ality as a "dysfun ction" or
"disease" based on "abn ormal brain development."
He postul ates that it can be prevented by"optimiz
ing" natural cond itio ns or by "co rrecting abn or
m al hor monal con cent rations pr enatally"? Another
exam ple is provided by psycho an alyst Richard
Friedman , who enga ges in speculatio n abo ut nongay
outcom es given pro per ther apeut ic intervention.'
Research influenced by homophobi a is likely to re
sult in signi ficantly biased accounts of human sexu
ality; furth er, such work is more likely to strengthen
and perp etu ate the hom ophobic att itude s on which
it is based.

Sexual Orientation Research
Is Not Value Neutral
Furtherm o re, we qu estion whether those who re
search sexu al or ient at ion can ever con d uct their
work in a value-ne utral manner. One might expect
that th e majority of America n sex research ers
would treat homosexuality not as a disease, bu t
rather as a variation analogo us to a neutral poly
mo rphism. To consider whether or not this is the
case, o ne must look at the context in which int erest
in sexu al orientation ar ises. Homophobi a still exists
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to some degree in all societies within which sexual
orientation research is conducted. The cultures in
which scientists live and work influence both the
questions they ask and the hypotheses they imagine
and explore. Given this, we believe it is unlikely that
the sexual orientation research of any scientist
(even one who is homosexual) will escape some
taint of homophobia.
This argument is importantly different from the
claim that objective research can be used unethically
in discriminatory societies. The latter logic implies
that what should be questioned is the regulation of
the application of technology, not the development
of the technology in the first place . While we do pro
vide arguments for questioning the efficacy of such
regulations should they be developed, our deeper
concerns are directed toward the institutional and
social structures that constrain sex research. Atten
tion to these contextual details shows that research
into sexual orientation is different from research
into most other physical/behavioral variations ,
Since sexual orientation is the focus of intense pri
vate and public interest, relevant inquiry cannot be
studied independently of societal investment. It is
naive to suggest that individual researchers might
suddenly find themselves in the position of neutral
inquirers. Social mores both constrain and enable
the ways in which an individual's research is
focused.
We are not claiming that all researchers are ho
mophobic to some degree whether or not they are
aware of it. Nor are we talking about the implicit or
explicit intentions of individual sexual orientation
researchers. Rather, we arc seeking to highlight that
the very motivation for seeking the "o rigin" of ho
mosexuality has its source within social frameworks
that are pervasively homophobic. Recognition that
scientific projects are constituted by, and to some
degree cornplicit in, social structures does not neces
sarily entail that all such science should cease. At the
vcry least, however, it follows that sexual orientation
research and its use should be subject to critique.
Such a critique will call into question the claim that,
by treating homosexuality as a mere variation of
human behavior, researchers are conducting neutral
investigations into sexual orientation. . . .

- '-- .

Normativity of Naturalness
and Normality
Why is there a dispute as to whether homosexuality
is natural or normal? We suggest it is because many
people seem to think that nature has a prescriptive
normative force such that what is deemed natural or
normal is necessarily good and therefore ought to
be. Everything that falls outside these terms is con
structed as unnatural and abnormal, and it has been
argued that this constitutes sufficient reason to con
sider homosexuality worth avoiding.'
Arguments that appeal to "normaliry" to provide
us with moral guidelines also risk committing the
naturalistic fallacy of mistakenly deducing from the
way things are to the way they ought to be. For in
stance, Dean Hamer and colleagues commit this
error in their Science article when they slate that "it
would be fundarneritallyunethical to use such infor
mation 10 try to assess or J1t~a person's current or
future sexual orientation, either heterosexual or ho
mosexual, or other normal attributes of human be
havior.'" Hamer and colleagues believe that there is a
major genetic factor contributing to sexual orienta
tion. From this they think it follows that homosexu
ality is normal and thus worthy of pre servation.
Thus they believe that genetics can tell us what is
normal, and that the content of what is normal tells
us what ought to be. This is a typical example of a
naturalistic fallacy.
Normality can be defined in a number of ways,
but none of them direct us in the making of moral
judgments. First, normal ity can be reasonably de
fined in a descriptive sense as a statistical average.
Appeals to what is usual, regular, and/or conforming
to existing standards ultimately collapse into statisti
cal statements. For an ethical evaluation, it is irrele
vant whether homosexuality is normal or abnormal
in this sense. All sorts of human traits and behaviors
are abnormal in a statistical sense, but this is not a
sufficient justification for a negative ethical judg
ment about them.
Second, "normality" might be defined in a func
tional sense, where what is normal is something that
has served an adaptive function from an evolutionary
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perspective. Thi s definition of normality can be
found in sociobiology, which seeks biological expl a
nations for social behavior. There are a n urn ber of se
rious problems with the sociobiological project," For
the purposes of thi s argument, however, suffice it to
say that even if sociobiology could establish that cer
lain behavioral traits were the direct result ofbiolog
ical evolution, no moral assessment of these traits
would foUow. To illustrate our point, suppose any
trait that can be reasonably believed to have served an
adaptive function at some evolutionary stage is nor
mal. Some questions ari se that exemplify the prob
lems with deriving normative conclusions from de
scriptive science. Are traits that are perpetuated
simply through linkage to selectively advantageous
loci less "nor m al" than those for which selection was
direct ! Given that social contexts now exert "selective
pressure" in a way that nature once did. how are we to
decide which traits are to be intentionally fostered!

[... J

u.S.-Specific Arguments
In the United Stat es, several scholars and lesbian and
gay activists have argued that establishin g a genetic
basis for sexual orientation will help make the case
for lesbian and gay rights. The idea is that scientific
research will show that people.do not choose their
sexual orie ntations and theref~ll!d not be
pun ished or discriminated against due to them--This
general argument is flawed in several ways.' First, we
do not need to prove that a tra it is gen etically deter
mined to argue that it is not am enable to change at
will. This is clearly shown by the failure rate; of con
version "therapies. " These failures establish that
sexual orientation is resistant to change, but they do
not say anything about its ontogeny or etiology. Sex
ual ori entation can be unchangeable without being
genetically determined, There is strong ob serva
tional evidence to support the claim that sexual ori
entation is difficult to change, but this evidence is
perfectly compatible with nongenetic accounts of
the origins of sexual orientations. More importantly,
we should not embrace arguments that seek to legit
imate homosexuality by denying that there is any
choice in sexual preference because the implicit
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premise of such arguments is that if there was a
choice, then homosexuals would be blameworthy.
Relatedly; arguments for lesbian and gay rights
based on scientific evidence run th e risk of leading
to im poverished forms oflcsbian and gay rights. Re
gardless of wh at causes homosexuality, a pe rson has
to decide to identify publicly as a lesbian , to engage
in sexual acts with another woman, to raise children
with her same-sex lover, or to be active in the lesbian
and gay community. It is when people make such
decisions that they are likely to face discrimination,
arrest, or physical violence. It is decisions like these
that need legal protection. An argu ment for lesbian
and gay rights based on genetic evidence is impotent
to protect such decisions because it focuses exclu
sively on the very aspects of sexuality that might not
involve choices.
Another version of this argument fOCU5es on th e
specifics of U.S. law. It claims th at scientific eviden ce
will establish the immutability of sexual orientation,
which, according to one current interpretation of
the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment of the u.s. Constitution, is one of three
criteria required of a classification for it to evoke
heightened judicial scrutiny, This line of argument
has serious internal problems." Like a good deal of
American bioethical reasoning, it also has limited or
no relevance to the global context. Since the results
of the scientific research arc not confined within
American borders. justifications that go beyond U.S.
legislation are required .
The same sort of problem occurs in other de
fenses of sexual orientation research that discuss
possible ramifications in U.S.-specific legislative
terms. For instance, Timothy l.. .i urphy claims that ,
even if a genetic probe predictive of sexual orienta
tion were available. mandatory testing would be un
likely." He bas es this claim on the fact that in som e
states employment and housing discrimination
against homosexual people is illegal. In many coun
tries, however, the political climate is vastly differ
ent, and legal antigay discrimination is widespread.
And there is evidence that scien tific research would
be used in a manner that discriminates again st ho
mosexuals.!' For example, in Singapore, homosex
ual sex acts are a criminal offense. The Singapore
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Penal Code sections 377 and 377A threaten sen
tences ranging from two years to life imprisonment
for engaging in same-sex acts . Not coincidentally in
light of our concerns, a National University of
Singapore psychiatrist recently stated that "presyrnp
tornatic testing for homosexuality should be offered
in the absence of treatment,"12 implying that homo
sexuality is a condition in need of a cure.

A Global Perspective

Homosexual people have in the past suffered greatly
from societal discrimination . Historically, the re
sults of biological research on sexual orientation
have been used against them. We have analyzed the
arguments offered br well-intentioned defenders of
such work and concluded that none survive philo
I.. .)
sophical scrutiny. It is true that in some countries in
Scandinavia, North America, and most parts of
Western Europe, the legal situation of homosexual
The Value of Knowing the Truth
people has improved, but an adequate ethical analy
Finally, various scholars appeal \0 the value of the
sis of the implications of generic inquiry into the
truth to defend research on sexual orientation in
causes of sexual orientation must operate from a
the face of ethical concerns. Scientific research
global perspective. Sexual orientation researchers
does, however, have its costs, and not every research
should be aware that th eir work may harm homo 
sexuals in countries other than their own. It is diffi
program is of equal importance. Even granting
that, in general. knowledge is better than ignorance,
cult La imagine any good that could come of genetic
not all risks for the sake of knowledge are worth
research on sexual orientation in homophobic soci
eties. Such work faces serious ethical concerns so
taking. With respect to sexual orientation. histori
cally, almost every hypothesis about the causes of
long as homophobic societies continue to exist.
homosexuality led to attempts to "cu re" health}-,-p-.,-eo.,....--r.,--n-sofar"ds socially responsible genetic research on
sexual orientation is possible, it must begin with the
pie. History indicates that current genetic research
is likely to have negative effects on lesbians and
awareness that it will not be a cure for homophobia
gal' men, particularly those living in homophobic
and that the ethical status of lesbians and gar men
societies .'?
does not in any war hioge on its results.

KEY TERMS
gay gene Trend in current genetic research 10
locale the biological source of homosexuality.

polymorphism The occurrence of something in
several different forms.

homophobia A bias or prejudice against all
nonheterosexual identities and practices, usually
displayed through violenceor discrimination against
gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender people.

sC?ciobiology late Iwentielh-century scienceof
human behavior based on biological determinism.
Offen used to justify discrimination based on race
and gender.
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novations,studies, and practices have you thought of
as "medico]" or "scientiBc"?
Do Gordon's and Rowbotham's essays challenge
or change your awn beliefs or assumptions? How
does cansidering the roles of women in societies in
greater specificity add to or broaden definitions of
"science"? Doyou think that such a broaden ing chal
lenges how we think about science today? Wha t
kinds of research practices do the authors in this sec
tion propose? Do you think that any of the interven
tions in research on gender, sexual orientation, and
race that these fwoessays propose would avoid some
of the pitfalls outlined in the readings in this section?
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Linda Gordon, afeminist historian, argues that the as
sociation of objectivity and truth with the form of
knowledge that we call "science" in the West was cre
ated by its differentiation from "magic." Gordon says
that magicand sciellce have the same root: the impulse
to control and explain the environment. Since magic
was linked to women's practices of healing, the rise of
science discredited both magic and women's historical
role as healers and experts on natural phenomena.
In the ancient and modern preindustrial worlds,
magi£,~nj lllp'o r ta m .pa rJ of the_t£.chpology of
birth control.Jl'here.were sacrifices-to gods, incanta
tions, potions and ph ilters, dances and pantomimes.
Some modern Western scientists have dismissed
these methods, since most of them, apparently, do
not work. But man y "scientifi c" methods of birth
control do not always work. Furthermore, there may
be psychogenic causes for infertility-that is, mental
states may cause physiological changes that prevent
conception. It is possible th at m agical birth control
did work when its user believed in it.

Linda Gordon, "Magic;' Wom all's Body, Womall' s Right , Penguin,
1976: 29- 33.

It is altogether incorrect to oppose magic to sci
ence. Magical rituals themselves arose out of im
pu~s to _explain .and- control the environment;
magic and science had the same roots and may even
have once been identical. Superstitions are often
good examples of "scientific" or rational magic. Per
haps the first attempts to prevent conception were
inspired by observing the circumstances that had ac
tually pertained during an act of intercourse that
pro ved sterile and then trying to reproduce those
circumstances. Whatever the efficacy, the attempt is
rational. Furthermore, superstitions like this are'
,!!12.c~sied9 rmed than.broken, They quickly gain
the.hon ored place of tra~jti£ln 'l&.h e.!h.~.r tQ~.y work or
not! Consider the situation of a woman who se men
strual period is late . Wishing not to have a child, she
might try some magical recipe for causing abor tion.
If, a week later, her menstrual period comes, she
might recognize the possibility of mere coincidence,
that her good fortune had nothing to do with the po
tion she drank; but if she found herself in the same
predicament another time, it would be rational, not
merely superstitious, for her to take the potion
again-just in case.
Another kind of magic is based on symbolism. In
man y"primitive cultures,"human needs and patterns
33
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are projected onto other creatures and objects .
Eastern European peasants, for example, turn th,e
wheel of the grain mill backward four times at mid
night; this being a reverse process, it is supposed to
prevent conception. A Serbian woman closes the
door with the legs of a newly born infant; she is thus
closing die house, and herself, to further concep
tion .' Both ancient Rom an women and modern
Ger man peasant women believed that tea made
from the seeds of fruitless willow tr ees would make
them sterile/ Knot s, a wid esp read sym bol of ster ility,
are often tied in order to prevent conception.'
A cluster of magical beliefs found all over Europe
centers aro und the use of the fingers, possibly as phal
lic sym bols. A fourteenth-ce ntury writer, Frater
Rudolphus, told women to sit or lie on as many fin
gers as they wished to have years with out child ren .
Modern Serbian peasant women would place as many
fingers in a child's first bath as th ey wished free years.
In another variant, a brid e was supposed to sit on the
desired number of fingers while riding in her wedding
coach. Among Bosnians, a woman was supposed to
slide th e desired number of fingers into her girdle as
she mounted a horse-and if she slid both hands in
side th e girdle she would be sterile forever! A more
gro tesque variant had it th at th e woman desiring
sterility sho uld carry th e finger of a premature child. 4
Another form of m agical contraception was, sim 
ply, asking the gods , usually called prayer. If one be
lieves in the existence and power of any gods, clearly
this too is a rational way to tr y to prevent concep
tion . And yet ironically this , which is still widely
pr acticed in the "civilized" world, is probably the
least "scientific" of all m ethods, because it is passive
and powerless, instead of act ive and power-seeking.
Th e magical method s tha t are based on trying to
find o ut what makes conception or birth happ en
and th en stopping it, even if they are mistaken, are
far more scientific.
To the extent that magi c systematically breaks
away from the passivity of th e human role in mo st
religions it can be seen as hu mani stic and scientific,
at least within its histor ical context . Medi cine is an
o utg rowth of ma gic both logically and historically.
The first do ctors were magician priests, th e "me di
cine men" or "witch doctors." In peasant societies

women usuall y dominated th e medical profession ;
th ey were the midwives and the practitioners of
herbal medicine for the last thousand to fifteen hun
dr ed years of Western history. Unoer: the influence of .
the Christian churches in medieval and early mod
ern Europe, their mag ic' fell into disrepute among .
the ruling classes (though not among th e masses of .
poor people); they were called witches, were accused .
of having acquired th eir powers from the devil.,
rather dian from their own br ain power, and were
'
hanged and burnt by the th ousands.
There were many reasons foe this persecut ion .
Witches threatened the stability of the society, partly
because they. did not conform to their assign ed roles
as women, and partly because their p'r actice repre
sented a resurfacing of th e paganism below the
Christian veneer. he con tent of their witchcraft was
also thre atening to th e chur ches. As th e dogm a of
Christianity was then conceived, medicine itself was
ini mical to orthod oxy, and the witche s were practic
ing medicine. They prescr ibed potion s and incant a
tions and performed massages and douches for all
kinds of ailments and con ditions. The y gave abor
tions and made women temporarily steril e. They
generally violated th e passive spirit-the accept ance
of God's will-that th e shepher d churches wished to
enco urage in the ir sheep.
There is a Widespread misconception that witches
and other folk healers used mag ical remedies out of
their inability to diagno se or cure. Anthropologists
contributed a related misunderstanding, th at many
"primitive" cultures used superstitious form s of
birth control becau se they did not understand th e
process of conception . On the contrary, magic al
remedies were often pre scrib ed and used together
with physiologically effective ones, both in "primi- .
tive" and in "high" cultur es., The anc ient Greek
physician Aetio s prescri bed well-constructed pes
sari es to be used along with wearing as an am ulet the
tooth of a child. " Papua n women who wear a rope
aro und their waists in order not to conce ive also
wash their vaginas carefull y after intercourse." (One
might call that hedging one's bets .) Belief in im ita
tive, or sym bolic, magic by no means impli es igno
rance of m aterial forces, any more th an religion
implies ignoran ce of the laws of physics.
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civilized The term ~sed to describe some cultures
as more rational, scientific, and modern than others,
leading to practices of cultural superiority.
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primitive The term used to describe some cultures
as irrational, closer to nature or to animals, and
outside of history and modern time.

high culture A termto describe eliteculture (as
differentiated from mass cultureor popular culture).

NOTES
1. Thi s greater power was often foun d in mat rilineal

societies- where descent is figured through the
moth er- and in matrilocal societies- whe re a ma rried
couple goes to live in the wife's native place. Both rna
trilineality and matril ocality tend to divide the loyalties,
obligations, and power of men between their family of
marri age and their family of birth, divisions that fre
quentl y result in men 's periodic absences and greater
aut onomy for the wome n. It is no t that pat rilineal and
patril ocal societ ies do not practice birth control-they
do. But men 's con cern is mo re often with overall popu-

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

lation problem s, whereas women tend also to worf)'
about their own need for more space between births.
Himes, Nor man Edwin, Medical History of Contracep
tion([ 1936] NewYork: Gamut Press, 1963),pp. 175, 177.
Apthekar, Herbert , Anjea: Infanticide, Abortion, and
Contraception in Savage Society. New York: William
Godw in, 1931, p. 119.
Him es, Nor man Edwin, Medical History of Contracep
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FEMINIST APPROACHES
READlNG B

LO~C~QLQGY
Sheila Rowbotham

Sheila Rowbotham" a f eminist historian, argues that
much of the knowledge we now label as "technology"
came f rom the world outside of Europe and N orth
Am erica, thereby disp uting the Widespread belief that
the West is the source of advan ced knowledge. Row
botham reminds us that wom en in premodern or non
European societies produced technologies that have
made important contributions to science.

Women as historic al actors have begun to be re
stor ed to the histor y of western science; they have
com e int o view, in Lond a Schiebinger's phrase,
Sheila Rowb otha m , "Feminist Approaches to Techno logy:
Wom en's Values or a Gen der Len s?" Women EncounterTechnology:
ChangingPatternsof Employment in the Third World, Swasti Mitter
and Sheila Rowb oth am , ed. New Yor k: Routledge, 1995: 52-9 .
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W OM E 'S BRAINS
Stephen Jay Gould

Stephe» lay Gould, scientist and historian of science,
tells lIS that scientijic research in race and gender was
influenw l by biases and prejudices. Looking at the
nineteenth -century science of craniometry, Gould
'''gues that much of tlu: information produced"bout
women's brain size migllt have been useful but the
interpretations were extremely prejudice,' against
women CIS a group.
In the prelude to Mi,I,lIemarcl" George Eliot lamented
the unfulfilled lives of talented women:
So me have felt that these blundering lives are du
to the inconveni ent indefiniten ess with whi ch the
uprem e Power has fashioned the natura of women: if
there were one level of feminin e incompetence as strict
th e ahility to count three and no more, th e soc ial lot
o f wo me n might be treated with scientific certitude.

Eliot goes on to discount the idea of innate lim i
tation , but while she wrot e in 1872 , th e lead ers of
European anth ro po me try were tr ying to measure
"with scientific certitude" th e inferiorit y of wom en .
nthropometry, or measurem ent of the human
body. is no t so fash ion able a field th ese days, but it
domi nated th e h uman sciences for mu ch of th e
nine teenth century and rem ain ed popular until in 
telligence testing replaced sku ll measur em ent as a
favored device for making inv idio us co m pa riso n
mong races, c1a$SC$. and sexes. Cra ino me try, or
measurement of the skull, commanded th e most
tten tion and respect. Its unquestio ned leade r, Paul
Broca ( 1824- 80) . professor of clinical surgery at the
!-acuity of Medicine in Paris. gathered a school of
disciples and imitators around himself. The ir work,

) me ticulous and apparently irrefutable, exerted
great influence and won high esteem as a jewel of
nineteenth -century science.
Broca's work seemed particularly invulnerabl e to
refu tation. Had he not mea sured with the most
rupulous care and accuracy? ( Indeed. he had. )
have the greatest respect for Broca's meti culous pro 
cedu re. H is numbers are so und. But science is an in 
ferential exercise. not a catalog of facts. Num bers, by
themselves, specify nothing. All depends upon what
you do with them. } Broca depi cted him self as an
apostle of objec tivity. a man who bowed before facts
and cast aside superstitio n and sentime ntality. lie
declared that "there is no faith . however respectable.
no interest. however legitimate. which mu st not ac
commoda te itself to the progress of human knowl 
edge and bend before truth." Women. like it or not .
had sma ller brai ns than men and. therefore. could
not eq ual th em in intelligence. Thi s fact . Broca ar 
gued, may reinfo rce a common prejudice in male so
ciety, bu t it is also a scientific truth. L. Manouvrier, a
black sheep in Broca's fold . rejected th e inferiority of
women and wro te with feeling about the burden irn
posed upon them by Broca's numbers:
Women displayed their talents and th eir diplomas,
They also invok ed phil osophical authorities. BUI they
were opposed by numbers unknown to Condorcet or to
John Stuart Mill. Th c:sc numbers fell upon poor
women like a sledge hammer. and the y were acco m pa
nied by commentaries and A rcamu more ferociou
than the most misogyni st imprecations of certain
church fathers. Th e th eologians had asked if wom en
had a so ul. Several centu ries later, so me scientists wer,
ready to refu se them 3 human intelli zen ce.

Broca's argumen t rested upon two sets of data:
the larger brains of men in modern societ ies. and a
upposed increase in male superio rity through
time. His most exten sive data came from au top sic
43
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performed personally in fou r Parisian hospit als. For
292 male brains, he calculated an average weight of
1,325 grams; 140 fem ale brains averaged 1,144 grams
for a difference of 181 grams, or 14 percent of the
male weight. Broca understood, of course, that part
of this difference could be att ributed to the greater
height of males . Yet he made no attempt to measure
the effect of size alo ne and actually stated that it
cannot account for the entire difference because we
know, a priori, th at women are n ot as intelli gent as
men (a prem ise that the data were supposed to test,
not rest upon):
We m ight ask if the small size of the female br ain de
pends exclusively upon th e sm all size of her body.
Tied emann has proposed this explanation. But we
mu st not for get that women are, o n the average, a littl e
less intelli gent th an men, a difference which we should
not exaggera te but which is, non ethele ss, real. We are
therefore permitted to suppos e that the relatively sm all
size of the female brain depends in part upon her
physical inferiorit y and in part upon her int ellectual
inferiority.

In 1873, the year after Eliot published Middle
march, Broca mea sured the cranial capa cities of pre
historic skulls from L'Hornme Mort cave. Here he
found a difference of only 99.5 cubic centimeters
between males and females, while modern popula
tions range from 129.5 to 220.7. Topinard, Broca'S'
chief disciple , explained the increasing discrepancy'
through time as a result of differing evolutionary
pressures upon dominant men and passive women:
Th e m an who fights for two or m ore in the struggle for
existen ce, who has all the responsibility and the cares
of tomorrow, wh o is constantly active in comba tin g the
environment and human rivals, needs more br ain th an
the woma n whom he mu st protect and nourish, the
sedentary wom an, lackin g any int erior occupations,
whos e role is to raise children, love, and be passive.

In 1879, Gustave Le Bon, chief miso gynist of
Broca's school, used the se dat a to publish what
must be the most vicious attack upon women in m od
ern scientific literature (n o one can top Aristotle).
I do not claim his views were representative of
Broca's school, but the y were published in Fran ce's

mo st respected anthropological journal. Le Bon
concluded:
In the most intellig ent ra ces, as am ong the Parisians,
there are a large number of women whose brains are
closer in size to th ose of gorillas than to the mo st de
veloped male brains. Th is inferiority is so obviou s that
no one can contest it for a moment; only its degree is
worth discus sion. All psychologists who have studied
th e int elligence of women, as well as poet s and novel
ists, recogni ze tod ay that they represent the mo st infe
rior forms of human evolution and that they are closer
to children and savages than to an adult, civilized
man. They excel in fickleness, inconstancy, absence of
th ought and logic, and incapa city to reason. Without
doubt there exist some distin gu ished women, very su
perior to the average man, but they are as exceptional
as the birth of any monstrosity, as, for example, of a
gorilla with two heads; consequently, we may neglect
them entirely.

Nor did Le Bon shrink from the social implica
tions of his views. He was horrified by the proposal
of some American reform ers to grant women higher
education on the same basis as men :
A desire to give them the same edu cation, and , as a
consequence, to propose the same goals for th em, is a
dangero us chimera. . . . The day when, misunderstand
ing th e inferior occupations which nature has given
her, women leave the home and take part in our battles ;
on thi s day a social revoluti on will begin , and every
thing that maintains the sacred ties of th e fam ily will
disapp ear.

Sound famili ar!"
I have reexamined Broca's dat a, the basis for all
this derivative pronouncement, and I find his num
ber s sound but his interpretation ill-founded, to say
the least. The data suppo rting his claim for increased
difference through time can be easily dismissed.
Broca based his contention on the samples from

'When I wro te this essay, I assum ed that Le Bon was a marginal,
if colorful, figure. I have since learn ed that he was a leading scien 
tist, one of the founde rs of social psychology, and best known for
a seminal study on crowd behavior, still cited tod ay (La psychologie
des [o uies, 1895), and for his wor k on un cons cious motivation.
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L'Hornrne Mort alone-only seven male and six fe
male skulls in all. Never have so little data yielded
such far-ranging conclusions.
In 1888, Topinard published Broca's more exten
sive data on the Parisian hospitals. Since Broca
recorded height and age as well as brain size, we may
use modern statistics to remove their effect. Brain
weight decreases with age, and Broca 's women were,
on average, considerably 6lder than his men. Brain
weight -increases with height, and his average ~man
was almost half a foot tallefthan his average w1rmari.
I used multiple regression, a technique that allowed
me to assess simultaneously the influence of height
and age upon brain size. In an analysis of the data for
women. I found that, at average male height and age,
a woman's brain would weight 1,212 grams. Correc
tion for height and age reduces Broca's measured
difference of 181 grams by more than a third, to
113 grams.
I don't know what to make of this remaining dif
ference because I cannot assess other factors known
to influence brain size in a major way. Cause of
death has an important effect: degenerative disease
often entails a substantial diminution of brain size.
(This effect is separate from the decrease attributed
to age alone.) Eugene Schr~id er, also""Willking-w ith
Broca's. gala, found t ha t men killed in accidenfs hatl
brains. weighing, on average, 60 grams more than
men dying of infectious diseases! The best modern
data I can find (from American hospitals) records a
fulllOO-gram difference between death by degener
ative arteriosclerosis and by violence or accident.
Since so many of Broca's subjects were elderly
women, we may assume that lengthy degenerative
disease was more common among them than
among the men.
More importantly, modern studen ts of brain size
still have not agreed on a proper measure for elimi
nating the powerful effect of body size. Height is
partly adequate, but men and women of the same
height do not share the same body build. Weight is
evenworse than height, because most of its variation
reflects nutrition rather than intrinsic size-fat ver
sus skinny exerts little influence upon the brain.
Manouvrier took up this subject in the 1880s and
argued that muscular mass and force should be used.

I Women's

Brains
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He tried to measure this elusive property in various
ways and found a marked difference in favor of men,
even in men and women of the same height. When
he corrected for what he called "sexual mass," women
actually came out slightly ahead in brain size.
Thus, the corrected 113-gram difference is surely
too large: the true figure is probably close to zero and
may as well favor women as men. And 113 grams,
by the way, is exactly the average difference between
a 5 foot 4 inch and a 6 foot 4 inch male in Broca's
data. We would not (especially us short folks) want
to ascribe greater intelligence to tall men. In short,
who knows what to do with Broca's data? They cer
tainly don't permit any confident claim that men
have bigger brains than women.
To appreciate the social role of Broca and his
school, we must recognize that his statements about
the brains of women do not reflect an isolated preju
dice toward a single disadvantaged group. They must
be weighed in the context of a general theory that
supported contemporary social distinctions as bio
logically ordained. Women, blacks, and poor people
suffered the same disparagement, but women bore
the brunt of Broca's argument because he had easier
access to data on women's brains. Women were sin
gularly denigrated but they also stood as surrogates
for other disenfranchised groups. As one of Broca's
disciples wrote in 1881: "Men of the black races have
a brain scarcely heavier than that of white woman."
This juxtaposition extended into many other realms
of anthropological argument, particularly to claims
that, anatomically and emotionally, both women'
and-blacks were )ili'e white children-and that white
children, by the theory of recapitulation, represented
an ancestral (primitive) adult stage of human evolu
tion. I do not regard as empty rhetoric the claim that
women's battles are for all of us.
Maria Montessori did not confine her activities
to educational reform for young children. She lec
tured on anthropology for several years at the Uni
versity of Rome, and wrote an influential book
entitled Pedagogical Anthropology (English edition
1913) . Montessori was no egalitarian. She supported
most of Broca's work and the theory of innate crimi
nality proposed by her compatriot Cesare Lombroso.
She measured the circumference of children's heads

--
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in her schools and inferred that the best prospects
had bigger brains. But she had no use for Broca's con
clusions about women . She discussed Manouvrier's
work at length and made much of his tentative claim
that women , after proper correction of the data, had
slightly larger brains than men. Women, she con
cluded, were intellectually superior, but men had
prevailed heretofore by dint of physical force. Since
technology has abolished force as an instrument of
power, the era of women may soon be upon us: "In
such an epoch there will really be superior human
beings, there will really be men strong in morality
and in sent iment. Perhaps in this way the reign of
women is approaching , when the enigm a of her
anthropological superiority will be deciphered.
Woman was always the custodian of human senti
ment, morality, and honor."
This represents one possible ant idote to "scien
tific" claims for the constitutional inferiori ty of cer
tain groups. One may affirm the validity of biologi
cal distinctions but argue that the data have been
misinterpreted by prejudiced men with a stake in the
outcome, and that disadvantaged groups are trul y
superion In recent years, Elaine Morgan has fol
lowed this strategy in her Descent of Woman, a spec
ulative reconstruction of human prehistory from
the woman's point of view-and as farcical as more
famous tall tales by and for men.

I prefer another strategy. Montes sori and Morgan
followed Broca's philosophy to reach a mor e conge
nial conclu sion. I would rather label the whole en
terpr ise of setting a biological value upon groups for
what it is: irrelevant and highly injurious. George '
Eliot well appreciated the special tr agedy that bio
logical labeling imposed upon me mbers of disad
vant aged group s. She expressed it for people like
herself-women of extraordin ary talent. I would
apply it more widely-not onl y to those whose
dreams are flouted but also to those who never real
ize that they may dream-but I cannot match her
pro se. In conclusion, then, the rest of Eliot's prelude
to Mi ddlem arch:
Th e limits of variation are really mu ch wider th an any
one would imagine from th e sameness of women's
coiffure an d the favorite love stories in prose and verse.
Here and there a cygnet is reared uneasily among the
du cklings in the brow n pond , and never find s th e liv
ing stream in fellowship with its own vary-footed kind.
Here and there is born a Saint Th eresa, foundress of
nothing, who se lovin g heart beats and sobs after an
un attained goodness tremble off and are d ispersed
amo ng hindrances instead of centering in some lon g
reco gnizable deed .

KEY TERMS
anthropometry The measurement of the human

body.

-

_craniometry The measurement of the human
skull.
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Barbara Ehrenreich and Dierdre English, feminist
scholars of Westem patriarchy, describe how, in the
United States at the turn of the twentieth century,
Western medicine took away power, authority, and a
livelihood from midwives and women healers in favor
ofmostly male physicians.
There was one last matter to clean up before the tri 
umph of (male) scientific medicine would be com
plete, and that was the "midwife problem." In 1900,
50 percent of the babies born were still being deliv
ered by midwives. Middle- and upper-class women
had long since accepted the medical idea of child
birth as a pathological event requiring the interven
tion and supervision of a (preferably regular)
physician. It was the "lower" half of society which
clung to the midwife and her services: the rural
poor and the immigrant working class in the cities.
What made the midwives into a "problem" was then
not so much the matter of direct competition; the
regular doctors were not interested in taking the
midwife's place in a Mississippi sharecropper's
shack or a sixth-story walk-up apartment in one of
New York's slums. (Although one exceptionally
venal physician went to the trouble of calculating
all the fees "lost" to doctors on account of mid 
wifery):' It makes sense to speak of "competition"
only between people in the same line of business;
and this was not the case with the midwives and the
doctors.
111e work of a midwife cannot be contained in
a phrase like "practicing medicine." The early
twentieth-century midwife was an integral part of her
community and culture. She spoke the mother's

Barbara Ehrenreich and Dierdre English, "Exorcising the
Midwives," For Her 011'/1 Good: 150 Years of the Experts' Adviceto
Women , Garden City, NY:Anchor Press, 1978: 84-88.

language, which might be Italian, Yiddish, Polish,
Russian. She was familiar not only with obstetrical
techniques, but with the prayers and herbs that some
times helped. She knew the correct ritual for dispos
ing of the afterbirth, greeting the newborn or, if nec
essary, laying to rest the dead. She was prepared to live
with the family from the onset of labor until the
mother was fully recovered . If she was a southern
black midwife, she often regarded the service as a
religious calling:
"Mary Carter;' she [an older midwife] told me, "I'm get
ting old and I done been on this journey for 45 years. I
am tired. 1 won't give up until the Lord replace me with
someone. When I asked the Lord, he showed me you."
The [young] midwife responded, "Uh, uh, Aunt
Minnie, the Lord didn't show you me." She say,"YesSir,
you got to serve. You can't get from under it."
She did serve because, repeatedly, "Something come
to me, within me, say, 'Go ahead and do the best you
can."?

All of this was highly "unscientific:' not to men
tion unbusinesslike. But the problem, from the point
of view of medical leaders, was that the midwife was
in the way of the development of modern institu
tional medicine. One of the reforms advanced by
medicine's scientific elite was that students should
be exposed somewhere along the line not only to
laboratories and lectures but to live patients. But
which live patients? Given the choice, most people
would want to avoid being an object of practice for
inexperienced medical students. Certainly no decent
woman in 1900 would want her delivery witnessed
by any unnecessary young males. The only choice
was the people who had the least choice-the poor.
And so the medical schools, the most "advanced"
ones anyway, began to attach themselves parasiti
cally to the nearest "charity" hospital. In an arrange
ment which has flourished ever since, the medical
77
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school offered its medical tr ain ees as staff for the
hosp ital; th e hosp ital in tu rn provid ed th e raw
"mater ial" for m ed ical educatio n-the bodies of th e
sick poor. The m or al ambiguities in this situ ation
we re eas ily ration alized away by th e lead ers of scien
tific medicine. As a d oc to r o n the staff of Co rn ell
Medical College p ut it:
There are heroes of war, who give up their lives on the
field of battle for country and for principle, and med
ical heroes of peace, who brave the dangers and
horrors of pestilence to save life; but the homeless,
friendless, degraded, and possibly criminal sick poor in
the wards of a charity hospital, receiving aid and com
fort in their extremity and contributing each one his
modest share to the advancement of medical science,
render even greater service' to humanit y.'
Medical science now called on poo r wome n to
m ake the ir contribution to th at "m ost ben eficent and
disinterested of p rofessions." Obstetrics-gynecology
was Ame rica's m ost rapidly developing specialty, and
m id wives wo uld just have to get o ut of th e way.
Train ing an d licen sin g midwives was out of the qu es
tion, for, as one doctor argued, these measures would
decrease the number of cases in which the stethoscope,
pelvimeter, and other newly developed techniques
could be used to increase obstetrical knowledge."
A Dr. Charles E. Zeig ler was eq ually blunt in an arti
cle ad d ressed to his co lleag ues in th e Journal of the

American Medical Association:
It is at present impossible to secure cases sufficient for
the proper training in obstetrics, since 75 percent of
the material otherwise available for clinical pur poses is
utilized in providing a livelihood for midwives."
Note th e curiou s cons tru ction here: "the m aterial . . .
is utilized ..." The wo ma n wh o was seen by her mid
wife as a neighbor , possibly a frien d, was, in the eyes
of the developing medical in d ustry, n ot even a cu s
tomer : sh e ha s become in ert "ma ter ial."
The publ ic ca m paign agai ns t m idwives was, of
co urse, couched in terms of the m ost benevolent
concern for th e m idwives' clientele. Midwives were
"h opel essly dir ty, ignorant, an d incomp etent, reli cs
o f a barbaric past."

They may wash their hands, but oh, what myriads of
dirt lurk under the fingernails. Numerous instances
could be cited and we mig ht well add to other causesof
pyosalpinx "dirty m idwives," She is the most virulent
bacteria of them all, and she is truly a micrococcus of
the most poisono us kind.'
Furth ermore, the midwife and, as we shall see, di rt i
n ess in general, were un-Ame rican . Overturning
alm ost 300 years of American histor y, obs tetr icians
A. B. Emmons and J. 1. Huntin gton ar gued in 1912
that midwives are
not a product of America. They have always been here,
but only incidentally and only because America has
always been receiving generous importations of
immigrants from the continent of Europe. We have
never adopted in any State a system of obstetrics with
the midwife as the working unit. It has almost been a
rule that the more immigrants arriving in a locality, the
more midwives will flourish there, but as soon as the im
migrant is assimilated, and becomes part of our civiliza
tion , then the midwife is no longer a factor in his horne."
In the rhe to ric of th e m edical p rofession , the mid
wife was n o m ore human than h er clien tele. She was
a foreign "m icrococcus" brough t over, as was sup 
posedly th e case w ith o the r germ s, in th e hold s of
sh ips b earing immigr ant workers. Th e elimination
of the midwife was presented as a n ecessary pa rt of
th e general ca m paig n to uplift an d American ize the
im m igrants-a m ere sanitary me asu re, beyond
debate.
Ce rt ainl y the midwives were "igno rant" according
to the escalating standard s of m ed ical ed ucatio n ; po s
sibly some also deserved the charge o f being "dirty"
and "incom p etent." T he obviou s remedy for these
shortcomings was education an d some system of ac
countability, or su perv ision . Engla nd had solved its
"midw ife problem " wi th o ut rancor by sim ply offer
ing tr aining and licensing to the m idwives. Even th e
least liter ate midwife could be tra ined to adm in ister
silver nitrat e eyed ro ps (to prevent blindness in babies
wh ose m others have go no rrhea) an d to achieve cer
tain sta ndar ds of cleanliness. But the Am erican med
ical profession would settle fo r no th in g less than the
final solu tion to th e midwife qu estion: th ey wo uld
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BARBARA EHRENREICH ANDDIERDRE ENGLISH I Exorcising the Midwives
have to be elim ina ted-outlawed. The medical jour 
nals urged their constituen cies to jo in the cam paign:
surely we have enough influence and friends to pro
cure the needed legislation. Make yourselves heard in
the land; and the ignorant meddlesome midwife will
soon be a thing of the past."
In fact , th e doctors were n ot prepared, in any
sense of th e word, to take over once th e midwives
were elim inated. For o ne thing, there were sim ply
not enough obstetricians in th e United Sta tes to
serve the m asses of poor an d wo rkin g-clas s women,
even if the ob stetrician s were inclined to do so.
According to historian Ben Barke r-Benfield, "even a
hostile obstetrician adm itted in 1915 that 25 percent
of births in New York State outside New York City
would be de p rived entirely of assis tance whe n th e
midwife was eliminate d." 10
Then too, obstetricians introduced new dangers
into the pro cess of childbirth. Unlike a midwife, a
doctor was not about to sit around for hours, as one
doctor pu t it, "watchi ng a hole"; if the labor was
going too slow for his sched ule he intervened with
knifeor for cep s, often to the det rim ent of th e m other
or child. Teaching hosp itals h ad an addition al bias
toward sur gical intervention since the studen ts
did have to practice so m ething more challenging
than normal deliveries. The day of the tot ally med
icalized childbirth-hazardo usly overdrugged and
overtreated- was on its way." By the early twentieth
century it was already clear even to som e members of
the med ical p rofession that th e doctors' tak eover was
a somewhat dubious episode in the history of public
health. A 1912 study by a Johns Hopkins p rofessor
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found that m ost Am eri can doctor s at the tim e were

less competent than th e midwives th ey were replac 
ing." Th e physicians were usu ally less experienced
than midwives, less ob servant, and less likely to even
be present at a critical m oment.
But, between 1900 and 1930, midwives were al
most totally eliminated from th e land-outlawed in
m any states, harassed by local m edi cal authorities in
other places. There was no femin ist constitue ncy to
resist the tre nd . In th e 1830s, women in the Popular
Health Movement had denounced the impro priety
an d dangers-of mal e assistance at births. But this
time, wh en female assistance at births was in effect
being tu rned into a cr ime, there was no ou tcry.
Middle-class feminists had no sisterly feelings for
th e "dirty" im m igran t midwife. They had lon g sin ce
decided to play by th e rul es laid down by th e medi cal
p ro fessio n and channel their fem in ist en er gies into
gett ing m ore women into (regular ) medical schools.
Elizabeth Blackwell , for exam p le, believed tha t no
one sho uld assist in ch ild birth without a co mplete
medical ed uca tion .
There may have been some resistance to the male
takeover wit hin th e immigrant co m m unities, but we
have no eviden ce of thi s. Mo st wo m en no doubt
accep ted male, institutional care in the interests of
their children. With th e elim in atio n of midwifery, all
women-not ju st th ose of th e upper class-fell
under th e bio logical hegemony o f the med ical pro
fession. In the same stroke, women lost th eir last au
tonomous role as he alers. Th e only role s left for
women in the m edical system were as em ployees,
customers, or "ma te ria l."

KEY TERM
midwife Historically, olernole who assists
women duringchildbirth.,
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Ben Barker-Benfield, a historian of Western m edicine,
Clitoridectomy was the first ope ration per
traces the beginnings of gy necology in the West in the
formed to check woman's mental disord er. In
nineteenth centur y to focus on the use of clitoridec
vented by the English gynecologist Isaac Baker
tomy as a cure for wome n's "unruly" or "unf em inine"
Brown (9, 10) in 1858, it was first performed in
behavio r or for illnesses characterized as "female com
Am erica in the late 1860s and continued to be per
plaints." Bark er-Benfield highlights the history of race
formed in th e United States at least until 1904, and
and class in the selection of patients wh o were exp eri
perhap s unt il 1925. After publ ishing his results in
mented upon the early years of gyn ecology. His work
1866, the English inventor was severely censur ed by
shows that clitoridectomy, or female circum cision, has
his profession ; he died two years later and the per
a history in the West and cannot be thought of as a
formance of clitoridectomy in England died with
him (11). Analysis of Baker Brown's cases shows a
solelyAfrican or Islam ic custom .
significant incidence of fem ale hostility toward
men and the role men demanded women play, and
Ben Barker-Benfield, "Sexual Surgery in Late-Nineteent h
suggests
that he regarded woman's sexual indepen
Century Am erica," International Journal of Health Services,
VoI5.2, 1975: 285-87, 288-89, 293-95.
dence, wheth er con stru ed to have stemmed from
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nymphomania or from misandry, as a sickness to
be treated.
In the United States, however, clitoridectomy co
existed with and then was superseded by the circum
cision of females of all ages up to the menopause (it
removed all or part of the "hood" of the clitoris); cir
cumcision continued to be performed until at least
1937. Both clitoridectomy and circumcision aimed
to check what was thought to be a growing incidence
of female masturbation, an activity which men
feared inevitably aroused women's naturally bound
less but usually repressed sexual appetite for men.
Men needed to deploy their sperm elsewhere for so
cial and economic success-in the gynecologic
curbing of female sexual appetite, for example.
There is, by the way, ample evidence that gynecolo
gists saw their knives' cutting into women's genera
tive tract as a form of sexual intercourse.
Female castration, or oophorectomy, or normal
ovariotomy, was a much more widespread and fre
quently performed operation than clitoridectomy.
Invented by Robert Battey of Rome, Georgia, in the
United States in 1872, it flourished between 1880
and 1910, then slackened its pace in the 1910s;
women were still being castrated for psychologic
disorders as late as 1946. One estimate in 1906 was
that for everyone of the 150,000 doctors in the
United States there was one castrated woman;
some of these doctors boasted that they had re
moved from 1,500 to 2,000 ovaries apiece. Female
castration was largely superseded by other similar
operations, including hysterectomy, which had co
existed as an alternative and auxiliary to castration
since about 1895. And of course there is evidence
today of "excessive:' "promiscuous :' and "careless"
surgical treatment in America, particularly that
accorded women and children. The examples fre
quently cited include hysterectomy, mastectomy,
tonsillectomy, infant circumcision, hemorrhoidec
tomy, and oophorectomy, the latter indicated by
apparently physical conditions. Such emphasis on
surgical therapy perhaps sustains the argument
that the operations reflect beliefs especially true of
American psychology. The operations (performed
overwhelmingly by men) are distinct from those
performed in other countries in frequency and in

concentration. For example, in the United States in
1965,516 hysterectomies and 278 breast operations
were performed for each 100,000 of the female pop
ulation. The respective figures in England and Wales
in 1966 were only 213.2 and 171.7. The contrast
should be compared to the relative positions of mid
wives in each country. They have been driven out by
doctors, obstetricians, and legislators in the United
States, whereas in England (as in most countries in
the world), most babies are delivered by midwives
(2,36-42).
Women were castrated and clitoridectomized in
England, Germany, and France, although both oper
ations seem to have ceased earlier in England and
France than in America. There was continual inter
penetration of ideas between Europe and America,
although Americans tended to receive rather than to
give; and, of course, there was a fundamental histor
ical relationship between the new world and the old.
American attitudes toward Europe embodied a
constellation of powerful feelings, including guilt,
hostility, and a sense of cultural and historical
inferiority. The factor with which I have been con
cerned, and which I have in some sense isolated
from that skein, is the effect of the social pressures
on men on male attitudes toward women. The his
tory of female castration in European countries
must be woven into the fabric of those societies' his
tories, including the effects of the progress of
democracy in each place.

The Social Context for
Female Castration
From one perspective, the castration of women
starting in the 1870s (performed overwhelmingly on
noninstitutionalized outpatients, and only later-in
the 1890s-on inmates of mental institutions) was
part of the general anxiety about the racial future of
white America. Jefferson had suggested a racial
improvement breeding program in Notes on Virginia
(11). From the post-Civil War period until World
War II there was an accelerating eugenic program
in the United States, carried out on the bodies of
the insane and epileptic. In the period I have been
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studying, such sterilization was actually implemented
on the bodies of women, not men. Ruth Caplan (1)
has described how late-nineteenth-century treat
ment of the insane combined sterilization, isolation,
and dehumanization. Perhaps the same can be
said for a growing number of Americans' experi
ences of urban and industrial life. The purging of
criminals, paupers, deaf mutes, retarded, and so on
(the period is remarkable for its bizarre and vast
compendia of physiologic curiosities and abnormal
cies) was a major contribution to the process of
dehumanization (12).
Social leaders and molders-doctors, clergymen,
popularnovelists, and politicians-saw America as a
beleagured island of WASP righteousness, sur
rounded by an encroaching flood of dirty, prolific
immigrants, and sapped from within by the subver
sive practices of women. Their masturbation, con
traception, and abortion were exhausting society's
procreative power. These males saw society as a body
invaded by foreign germs, its native blood corrupted
and used up from outside and within. These
metaphors emerge in the work of Todd, Gardner,
and a myriad of their contemporaries (see references
2; 4;5; 6; 13; 14).
Whatever its metaphor, this vision was shared by
gynecologists attempting to purge midwives away
from the perverted sources of new life, snipping off
the clitorises of girls and women addicted to mas
turbation and removing the ovaries of women
deemed unfit to breed, or too rebellious in them
selves to be tolerated. The anxieties intensified to
ward the end of the century, the critical zenith of the
"search for order." The separation and subordina
tion of blacks was formalized at a national level in
1896, and their segregation, castration, and lynching
coincided with the growing nativism, the lynching
ofimmigrants, the extirpation of resistant Filipinos
and Indians,and the peak of the castration of women
(15; 16). Such treatment manifested the aggrandize
ment of the white skin and penis, a process manifest
ing the hypostasis of physiologic identity in lieu of
other formsof identity (dynastic, class, craft) stripped
from men by industrialism and by democracy: the
stripping went on less extremely and more slowly in
Europe. The only source of identity remaining to
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men other than body was the less certain form of
money, with which body was confused. (For the
argument that body (and money) were the only
sources of identity left because of democracy, see
references 2; 3, Vol. 2, pp. 239-240; 7.)
[ . . •J

Who the Patients Were
The women on whom these operations were per
formed were rich enough, or in rich enough hands,
to afford the new gynecologic care (18). It is true
that the poorest class of women in America had
played a crucial part in launching gynecologic
surgery and the careers built upon it. Sims was the
inventor of the first successful operation for the cure
of the vesicovaginal fistula; his greatest influence in
medical history was the encouragement of an ex
tremely active, adventurous policy of surgical inter
ference with woman's sexual organs in the interest,
above all, of making woman produce babies. He also
castrated women. (Castration and impregnation
were both regarded as ways to control woman's dan
gerous sexuality.) Early in his career Sims bought a
number of slaves suffering from vesicovaginal fistu
lae expressly for his surgical experiment, housing
them in a private hospital in his backyard. With the
support of some of the wealthiest and most influen
tial men and women in New York City, he later es
tablished the Woman's Hospital there. It maintained
the supply of human material upon which Sims, his
colleagues, their pupils, and guests could experi
ment. Most of the first patients were destitute Irish
immigrant women, whose fistulae and general
health were so bad that they allowed Sims and his
fellows to keep them there indefinitely, even as the
slaves' medical and social condition enabled Sims to
make them literally "his" patients. One of the first of
these Irish indigents, Mary Smith, endured 30 oper
ations between 1856 and 1859, precisely the number
the slave Anarcha had endured between 1845 and
1849. Like his contemporaries-and rivals-Sims
constantly devised new operations and instruments,
discarding them when they caused too many acci
dents. The hospital's patients were treated free. Sims
and other gynecologic surgeons made their money
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by applying the hospital discoveries in private prac
tice, where they charged "stupendous" fees. The con
clusion is inescapable that the hospital was insti
tuted for the same reason that Sims garnered
diseased black women into his backyard: to provide
guinea pigs before he and the others could
convincingly offer care to the wives of the wealthy
(2, Ch. 10). It may be that the fact that the first
American clitoridectomy patient I have come across
(19) was the only working-class one (she was a
seamstress) can be explained in the same way.
But the chief targets of gynecologic surgery
aimed specifically at sexual discipline were the wives
and daughters of rich, or at least middle-class, men.
These women might also be guinea pigs. Battey's
first castration (20) was of a young private patient
who seems to have been of the same leisured class
that supplied the rest of his patients. According to
Dr. Palmer Dudley (18) in 1900, "the hardworking,
daily-toiling woman is not as fit a subject for gyne
cologic surgery as the woman so situated in life as to
be able to conserve her strength and, if necessary, to
take a prolonged rest, in order to secure the best re
sults." If her sick condition derived from postindus
trial worklessness, it also depended on it for cure.
The greatest amount of sexual surgery was per
formed on the nonworking female dependents of
men economically "well situated in life." The opera
tions were performed throughout the country in
urban centers small and large where gynecologists
practiced, from Ottumwa and Keokuk in Iowa to
New Orleans, from Young's Crossroads, South
Carolina, to New York, Philadelphia, and Boston, to
Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Portland, Oregon.
[. .. J

Doctors in the nineteenth century claimed to di
rect society morally, and exhorted ministers and
politicians to do so according to medical precepts.
Women were being orderly in asking the appropriate
social authorities to help. After Cushing's castration
of her, that woman "previously sunk into a state of
profound melancholia on account of her belief that
her masturbation eternally dainned her, told him
that 'a window has been opened in heaven.''' Gyne
cologists were answering women's prayers. But their
sexual values condemned gynecologists to sustain

the belief that being female was a disease. Doctors'
attempts to restore to women a measure of
willpower was a sisyphean rock of their own mak
ing. As men generally (including doctors) confined
women to the butterfly existence that made them
sick, more demanding, in need of more confinement
(to bed, asylum, or both) and so on, so doctors cre
ated symptoms they attempted to cure, their therapy
expressing the same assumptions of the male iden
tity which found it necessary to exclude and subor
dinate women (as they excluded the "feminine" in
themselves) . Doctors and gynecologists prescribed
addictive drugs for displaced and disordered
women; if drugs did not work, the same doctor, or
another one, castrated the patient, deeming her drug
addiction a symptom of her sick condition; if that
operation did not work, she was put back on drugs.
If only one ovary was extirpated at first, or both
ovaries but not the tubes, or ovaries and tubes but
not the uterus, the cycle of drugs and operations
could drag on and on. It was extended when sur 
geons began to cure castrated women by transplant
ing other women's ovaries into them. This kind of
circle permitted men to ignore the commitment to
male insanity they believed their competitive and
obsessive lifestyle entailed. Castration destroyed
woman's one remaining thread of identity, her hope
for motherhood, in the way critics of the operation
described. Many castrated women were left hope
less, sunk into despair on a scale almost beyond
imagination (2, Ch. 9).
But by the same standard of social beliefs gener
ating disease, castration could and did work. If the
nature of the doctor's authority, and its expression
in his treatment, and the nature of the patient's be
lief, and its expression in her disorder, were all
pitched just right, then she might be restored to an
"order" she would be willing to accept. Clearly the
missing factors in all of these cases could have been
crucial. Perhaps one reason for the success in a few
cases was the gynecologic surgeon's necessary deci
siveness, which made him more likely to conform to
the putatively authoritative role of the male than the
dreadfully pressured democrat, unsupported by
such expertise. Disorderly women were handed over
to the gynecologists for castration and other kinds of
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radical treatment by hu sband s or fathers un able to
enforce their minimum identity guarant ee-the
submission of woma n. Th e handed-over wom an
then underwent a period of intense disciplin e by
anesthesia and knife, or the S. Weir Mit chell kind of
discipline, develop ed concurrently with castration
(which Mitchell also performed). Mitchell's "rest
cure" consisted of th e patient's descent to wornblike
dependence, then reb irth, liquid food, weaning,
upbrin ging, and reedu cation by a model pare ntal
organizatio n-a tr ained female nurse entirely an d
unquestionably the agen t firml y impl em enting the
orders of the more distant and totally author itative
male, i.e. the doctor in charge. The patient was re
turned to her menfolk's management, recycled , and
taught to make the will of the male her own (23 ).
Some women refused castration, standing on
their right to motherhood and the value of matern al
identity, which they sha red with men , what ever the
difference in their reasons. On the other hand , many
women went mu ch furt her than simply allowing
their men to submit them to the knife. By an d large,
women share beliefs abo ut roles and social order: If
such beliefs drove th em inevitably to disorder, they
went to the proper authorities. One "maiden lady" in
1877 demanded of William Goodell and Weir
Mitchell that they remove her womb and ovaries,
once they had told her of such operation s (17; 26).
The sequence of such a gynecologist- patient di
alectic is clear: men inven ted, or heard of, the new
operations, and decided to try them; they inform ed
women, or women's menfolk. The news got abroa d.
So some proponents of castration could declare
innocently that the pat ient came in to beg to be cas
trated. Edes (22 ) said in 1898 that such pleas re
flected the "profession al medical errors of a previous
medical generation." In 1897 B. Sherwood-Dunn
(21) considered th e do ctor's responsibility in such
cases: "The fact . .. th at women come to us pleading
to have their ovaries rem oved, a thing wh ich hap
pens to every man in pr actice, is all th e more reason
why we sho uld stand between them" and the delete
rious results. On the same occasion, Dr. Henry
Carstens admitted th at (21) « ••• a wom an doe s not
alwayscome to us to have [her ovaries] removed , but
because she has some morbid condition which
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causes her to apply to the physician , and the doctor,
thinking it is th e tubes and ovarie s th at are at fault,
removes them. In many cases a wrong diagnosis is
made." Gynecologists rem ain ed convinced that they
knew best, and either tortured the notion of the par
ticipation of the patient's will, or simply reneged on
a preoperat ion agreement if a woman managed
to extra ct one- not to remove both ovaries, for
example-on ce the patient was un conscious under
the knife (2 2).
Th e conflict in a woman con fronted -with the
Hob son 's choice of castration mu st have been a ter
rible on e, torn as she was by the differing male de
mands on her. She was troublesome enough to her
husband or father (with his pers istent apprehen
sions of her sperm-sucking propensities (7) and the
menace of her menstruation ) to have him present
her for castration . At the same time, she would have
been aware of the male dem and for race preserva 
tion , his woman's-o varies man's-route-to-the-future
of th e WASP nation. Gynecologists accused WASP
women of undermining that future by aborting and
contracepting. And as a coroll ary, woman would
have been aware of the social calumny that followed
her cast ration; castrated wom en were commonly
known as "i ts" (18). To paraphrase Freud , what did
men want ? And woman would have been torn , too ,
by her own lifetime 's interior ization of such feelings.
They were her s, together with her feelings about her
body's submissi on to the doctor's sur gical appetite.
In 1904 one doctor noted th e power of social be
liefs in spr eading these operation s. Female patients
were "fully convinced that dir ectly or indirectly, all
their grief emanates from the pelvis, and oftentimes
this idea is fostered and materially augmented by
their friend s" (2 3) . Women were "the sex." The gyne
cologi c p henomena herein descr ibed were symbiotic
between pat ient and doctor, reflecting and refracting
the largest contours of social beliefs and expecta 
tions. Anoth er doctor, th is tim e in 1906, reported a
case wh ere a patient had rep eatedly reque sted that
the right ovar y and the uterus be remo ved. She was
refused because no condition s existed warranting
such a procedure. But usually friends, relatives, and
doctors would confirm a woman's tracing her trou 
ble to her sex organs.... Another doctor had laid
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part of the responsibility for the almost automatic
mutilation of wom an's sexual organs to women's
own appropriation of such operations as a "fashion
able fad" and as a "m ark of favor," an image suggest
ing that some women understood and responded to
the surgeon's invasion of their bodies as a form of
courtship and copulation (22; 24; 25; 27). It may be
noted that clitoridectomists and castrators tested
women for indications of the disease of desire by in
du cing orgasm, manipulating clitori s or breasts.
Some women considered their scars "as pretty as the
dimple in the cheek of sweet sixteen," and so
adopted the views of Goodell and other gynecolo
gists that castr ation made women more attractive
sexually. Van de Warker placed the major portion of
responsibility for th e operations on the medical pro
fession, but he also described the collaboration of

passive, careless, and wealthy women . A man of his
times, he bewailed the destruction of what he re
garded as nationally owned ovaries.
Nonetheless, one cannot help being moved by the
critically distinct perspectives supplied by the handful
of radic ally thoughtful doctors like Van de Warker.
Historical change seems tocome about, as William
James remarked somewhere, by adding as little as pos
sible of the new onto as much as possible of the old.
Van de Warker was ashamed that medical refor m had
always come from outside medical ranks . But given
the symbiotic nature of the relation he described,
given gynecologic persistence in castration in the face
of massive evidence against the operation, and given
its significance as the prominent tip of an iceberg of
social beliefs, it was reasonable to assume that the iron
circuit could only be broken from outside.
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KEY TERMS
clitoridectomy This practice consistsof the

female circumcision The initiation of a female

surgical removal of the clitoris as well as other
parts of the labia or genitalia.
.

into a group (usually an age group) through
ceremonies and the practice of clitoridectomy.
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Carole Vance, a fem inist scholar of sexuality, argues
that ideas about gender and sex uality must not be un
derstood as "natural" or unchanging "truths" but as
"social constructions," that is, as ideas produced in
societies in a particular tim e and place.
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Social construction theory in the field of sexuality
proposed an extremely outrageous idea. It suggested
that one of the last remaining outposts of the
Carole S. Vance, "Social Construction Th eory: Problems in the
Histo ry of Sexuality;' in Homosexuality, Which Homosexuality?
Denn is Altman et al, Lond on: GNP Publishers, 1989: 13, 14.
16-1 7,1 8, 23, 29-30,31.

"natural" in our thinking was fluid and changeable,
the product of human action and history rathe r than
the invariant result of the body, biology, or an innate
sex drive. [. .. ]
Esse12tialisIll £.an take se~a l forms in the study
of sexuality: a ~l i ef that human behaviour is "nat
ural:' predetermined by genetic, biological, or phys
iologicj!I: mechanis rd§_and :thus- not 'SUbject t~
change; or the-notion that human behaviOii'fs '
,--"r
which show some similarity. in form are the same,
a~e~pr~o.!1 o f an un-deriying human drive or ten
dericy, Behaviours that share an outwa rd similarity
can be assumed to share an underlying essence and
meaning.
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Sec/ion One I Sex Differences and Changing Ideas of Gender

The development of science and social science in
Euro-America in the past century can be character
ized by a general movement away from essentialist
frameworks toward perspectives that, although called
by various names, are constructionist. These new
frameworks have challenged the "natural" status of
many domains, presenting the possibility of a truly
social inquiry as wellas suggesting that human actions
have been and continue to be subject to historical
forces and, thus, to change. Gender and sexuality have
been the verxlast domains to have their natural, bioi
ogized status called into question /For all of us, essen
tialism was our first way of thinking about sexuality
and still remains the hegemonic one in the culture.
[... J

Some critics contend that social construction
theory implies that sexual identity, or more to tHe
point, lesbian and gay identity, is somehow fictional,
trivial, unimportant or not real, because it is socially
constructed; The punch line "it's only socially con
structed" is a characteristic remark of these critics,
revealing their belief that only biologically deter
mined phenomena could have any significance in
human social life. This is an odd position for histo
rians and social scientists to take. Social construc
tion approaches call attention to the paradox
between the historically variable ways in which cul
ture and society construct seemingly stable reality
and experience : here, the ways in which the prevail
ing sexual system seems natural and inevitable to its
natives, and for many individuals the expression of
some deeply felt essence. To explain how reality is
constructed does not imply that it is not real for the
persons living it-or trivial, unimportant, or
ephemeral-though it is also true that the insight of
construction, when absorbed by the natives (that is,
us) has the potential to subvert the natural status of
the sexual system and cause us to question and re
think our experience of essential identity.
Other variants of this misreading suggest that in
dividual sexual identity is easily changeable, much
like a new outfit plucked from the closet at whim;
that individuals have conscious control over sexual
identity; and that large-scale cultural formations rec
garding sexuality are easily changed. Since social
constructionists have said nothing of the kind, one is

at first puzzled by the enormity of this misunder
standing, but the explanation for it is perhaps to be
found in the special status of sex in our culture and
our thought (Rubin 1984).
n analogy-from anthroRology is useful Bere. It is
commonplace for anthropologists to say that human
behaviour is socially, or culturally constructed, by
which we mean tnat l'iuman Fehaviour is learned
and not intrinsic or essentially determined. But to
suggest that any feature of human life, for example : '
national or ethnic identity, is socially constructed is
not to say that it is trivial. Nor is it to say that entire
cultures can transform themselves overnight, or that
individuals socialized in one cultural tradition can
acculturate at whim to another.
.
This criticism of social construction confuses the
individual level with the cultural level: that sexuality
is constructed at the level of culture ana Iiistor);_
through complex interactions which we are now trY-j
ing to understand does not mean that individuals
have an open-ended ability to construct themselves,
or to reconstruct themselves multiple times in adult
hood. (This is not to deny individuals experiences of
sexual malleability and change, which are probably
considerably more extensive than our cultural frames
and our own biographical narratives admit.) The
specialness of sex is higWighted by this comparison,
since a quite ordinary and accepted insight about cul
tural construction in most areas of human life seems
very difficult to understand without distortion when
applied to sexuality, When we come to sex, our minds
grind to a halt: normal distinctions become incom
prehensible, and ordinary logic flies out the window.
[... J
At minimum, all social construction approaches
adopt the view that physically identical sexual acts
may have varying social significance and subjective
meaning depending on how they are defined and
understood in different cultures and historical peri
ods. Because a sexual act does not carry with it a uni
versal social meaning, it follows that the relationship
between sexual acts and sexual identities is not a
fixed one, and it is projected from the observer's
time and place to others at great peril. Cultures
provide widely different categories, schemata, and
labels for framing sexual and affective experiences.
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The rel'ltionship of sexual act and Lden tity to sexual
c<UJ.1 m un it y is.:"equally variable and complex These
distinctions, then, between sexual acts , identities,
and communities are widely employed by construc
tionist writer s. [.. . J
Social construction's greatest strength lies in its
violation of our folk knowledge and scientific
ideologies that would frame sexuality as "natural,"
determined by biology and the body. This violation
makes it possible, indeed compels us , to raise ques
tions th at a naturalizing discourse would obscure
and hide. Social constructionists have been even
handed in this endeavour, dethroning the body in all
fields-in heterosexual history as well as in lesbian
and gay history. At first, we greeted this development
with good cheer, happy to be rid of the historical
legacy of nineteenth-century spermatic and ovarian
economies, women's innate sexual passivity, and the
endless quest to find th e hormonal cause of homo
sexuality. Yet the virtue of social construction may
also be its vice.
Has social construction theory, particularly vari 
ants which see "sexual impulse. T'sex drive," or "lust"
as created, made no room for the body, its functions
and physiology? As sexual subjects, how do we rec
oncile constructionist theory with the body's vis
ceral reality and our own experience of it? If our the
ory of sexuality becomes increasingly disembodied,
does it reach the point of implausibility, even for us?
And if we wish to incorporate the body within social
construction theory, can we do so w ithout returning
to essentialism and biological determinism?
[.. . J

The tension here is identical to a tension felt
within feminism, which simultaneously holds two
som ewha t contradictory goals . O.!1,e~gQ.al is to attack
"the ge.!1d~r systffii ~!14 itS"'j)'rimacy in- organizing SQ
ciallife, but the se<:.,onj "go al is to defend wo m en as a
group. Defending wom en or.advancir.g tlfeir interest
(in ~qua l p-ay, aborti dn rights, or child care, for exam
pletemp.!!a~zes thei r~t~tti§. a~a sp_ecial group with a
unjqlte c211ective intei"e"st;-distinct from men, thus're
p Hiying·and~perhaps reinforcing the-very gender di 
cho.!211]Y crucial to the system of gender oppression.
The sam e irresolvable tension exists within the
lesbian and gay movement, which on the one hand
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y
attacks a naturalized system of sexual
which categorizes and stabilizes desires and privi 
leges some over others, and on the other hand
defends the interest of "lesbian and gay people,"
which tends to reify identity and essential nature in
a political process I've described. There is no
solution here, since to abandon either goal for
the other would be foolish . Rt;,al, live lesbians and
gaY1 U!el U sr be d.ifrnded in "an oppressive 'system,
and- the sexual hLejarchy, \Y..hicb underlies tha
oppression, needs to .be atta~ kea op -every levelt
particularly on the- inteTlect~al arid conceptual
levels, .wh ere naturalized s ystems of dom mation'
draw so much-of their energy. There is no easy so
lution here, but even an awareness of this ten sion
can be helpful, since it powerfully contributes to
the larger political and emotional clim ate in which
social construction theory is received, and rightly
so . [. .. J
Social construction theory offered many radi cal
possibilities in theorizing about sexuality. To take
the next steps, we need to continue and deepen our
discussion about its ver y real problems. Th ese
problems will not be resolved through theoretical
discussion alone, though such discussions offer clar
ification, but through the course of continued re
search and investigation.
To.:!h.e...exteriU .Qfial conillt£cli,iln t~eory strives
for uncertainty
through
guestioning
assumptions
- ..
• - - •
I
ratl~W'an· seeking .clP.sJJl:e, ~_ne e d to lol~ra te am
biguity alliniuiditY. The future is less closed than we
feared, but perhaps more open than we hoped. All
movemen!§..c1 ~~u1!l ligel·~tLo)} ;-i liClu:d ing lesbian
and':'giy;:'a£e: 6 tiiti -Oi1~ imagining: j magining that
thingsl Q!lk t be.differentl otl1er;'oetter than they arel
Social construction shares that imaginative impulse
and thus is not a threat to the lesbian and gay move
ment, but very much of it.
Clearly, the tension between de constructing sys
tems of sexual hierarchy and defending lesbians anc
gays will be an ongoing one. In that case, we need t(
find a way to acknowledge more openly and respon(
more appropriately to the emotional response
social construction theory engenders, deeply Eel
responses about identity, community, solidarir
politics, and survival-in short, our lives.
_~
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Section One

I Sex Differences and Changing Ideas of Gender

KEY TERMS
biological determinism The belief that biology
determines fundamentally all behavior and actions.

beliefs in Western culture. In the Derridean school of
thought, no meaning is ever fixed; they are always
dependent on cultural and linguistical context.

constructionist Argues against essentialized 
views of identity in favor of historical and culturol 
approaches and methods .

essentialist Argues that the characteristics of
persons or groups are largely similar in all human
cultures and historical periods, since they are
significantly influenced by biological factors .

deconstruction The notion of deconstruction is
used in different ways by scholars and researchers
in various fields. Feminist and early gay and lesbian
historians and social scientists drew upon the notion
of deconstruction to develop a cultural analysis of
sex, sexuality, and gender. This term has also been
used by Jacques Derrida, the contemporary French
historian of philosophy, who challenges essentialism
and biological determinism by questioning the
foundational assumptions of so-called natural

sexual identity The labeling
on sexual practices.

of persons based

sexual subjects A term used to refer to the
individuals and groups that become categorized
and recognizable through dominant ideas and
discourses about sexuality and desire.
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REELECTING ON THE SECTION
This section addresses the history of science and
biology to show how femininity and masculinity are -_
naturalized (assumed to have a basis in nature).
What are some of the important differences among
these various ways of understanding the gendering
of bodies? How are language and metaphor used in
each version of science and medicine to distinguish
between male and female roles? What are some
possible consequences for women of this use of
descriptive language? For men? Current scientific
ideas about male and female bodies and cultural
definitions of masculinity and femininity all have his
tories. Studying the different models that biologists
and medical practitioners in different cultures and

time periods have used to conceptualize human
bodies can help us realize that these ideas are not
essential. Vance's essay describes this way of thinking
about bodies as a social constructivist theory: a belief
that the cultural context in wh ich a person, act, or
behavior is situated determines the way gender will
be perceived and experienced. In contrast, essential
ists assert that bodies possess qualities that do not
change over time and space. Which theory of iden
tity is more familiar to you? What parts of the read
ings in this section have supported your previous
conception of sex differences and sexuality? What
parts have challenged essentialist or constructivist
ideas that have been taught to you?
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The Making of Race, Sex, and 'Empire
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Ian F. Haney Lopez

Legal scholar Ian F. Haney Lopez describes the way
that biological arguments about race continue to be
used in the legal system even though scientific research
has concluded that there is no biological basis for race.
The concept of race remains powerful and becomes
perpetuated through legal, scientific, and political
institutions.

Biological Race
Th ere are no genetic characteristics po ssessed by
all Blacks but not by non-Blacks; similarly, there is
no gene o r cluster of gen es common to all Whites
but not to non- Whites.' On e's race is not deter
mined by a single gene or gene cluster, as is, for
example, sickle-cell anemia. Nor are races marked
by important differences in gene frequencies (the
rates of appearance of certain gene type s) . The
data compiled by various scien tists demonstrate,
contrar y to popular opinion, that intragroup dif
ferences exceed intergroup difference s. Th at is,

Ian F. Haney Lopez, "T he Social Constr uctio n of Race;' 29
Harvard Civil Rights-Civil Liberties Law Review 1(1994 ): 11-12,
13-1 5, l6-1 7, 27-33 ,
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greater genetic var iation exists with in the po pula
tions typically labeled Black and White th an be
tween these populations," Th is findin g refutes th e
sup position that racial divisi on s reflect fundam en
tal genetic diffe renc es.
Rather, th e notion th at humankind can be di
vided along White, Black, and Yellow lines reveals
the social rather th an th e scientific or igin of race.
The idea that there exist three races, and that the se
ra ces are "C aucas oid," "Negroi d," and "M ongoloid: '
is rooted in the European imagination of th e Mid
dle Ages, wh ich enc ompassed only Europe, Africa ,
and the Near East. This view found its clearest mod
ern expression in Count Arthur de Gobineau's Essay
on the Inequality of Races, published in France in
1853-55.3 The peoples of the American continents,
the Indian subcontinent, East Asia, Southeast Asia,
and Oceani a-livin g outsid e th e im agina tion of
Europe and Count Gob ine au-are excluded from
the three m ajor races for social and political rea
sons, not for scientific on es. Nevertheless, the his
tory of science ha s long been the history of failed
efforts to justify th ese soc ial beliefs.' Along th e way,
various minds tried to fashion pra ctical human
typ ologies along th e followin g physical axes: skin
color, hair texture, facial an gle, jaw size, cranial
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\.tQ\\til\ \a\)e m:ass, brain
surface fissures and convolutions, and even.body
lice. As one scholar notes, " [tlhe nineteenth century
was a period of exhaustive and-as it turned out
futile search for criteria to define and describe race
differences. "
To appreciate the difficulties of constructing races
solely by reference to physical characteristics, con
sider the attempt to define race by skin color. On the
basis of white skin, for example, one can define a race
that includes most of the peoples of Western Europe.
However, this grouping is threatened by the subtle
gradations of skin color as one moves south or east,
and becomes untenable when the fair-skinned peo
ples of Northern Ch ina and Japan are considered. In
1922,in Ozawa v. United States.' the Supreme Court
nicely explained this point. When Japanese-born
Takao Ozawa applied for citizenship he asserted, as
required by the Naturalization Act, that he was a
"white person." Counsel for Ozawa pointedly argued
that to reject Ozawa's petition for naturalization
would be "to exclude a Japanese who is 'white' in
color." This argument did not persuade the Court:
"Manifestly, the test [of race] afforded by the mere
color of the skin of each individual is impracticable as
that differs greatly among persons of the same race,
evenamong Anglo-Saxons, ranging by imperceptible
gradations from the fair blond to the swarthy
brunette, the latter being darker than many of the
lighter hued persons of the brown or yellow races."?
In rejecting Ozawa's petition for citizenship, the
Court recognized that race is not a function of skin
color alone. If it were, some now secure in their White
status would have. to be excluded, and others firmly
characterized as non-Whites would need to be in
cluded. As the Ozawa Court correctly tells us, "mere
color of the skin" does not provide a means to racially
divide people. [... ]
The rejection of race in science is now almost
complete. In the end, we should embrace historian
Barbara Fields's succinct c~nclusion with respect to
the plausibility of biological races: "Anyone who
continues to believe in race as a physical attribute of
individuals', despite the now commonplace dis
claimers of biologists and geneticists, might as well
also believe that Santa Claus, the Easter Bunny and

the tooth fairy are real, and that the earth stands still
wriue trie sun mO\les~'~

Racial Illusions
Unfortunately, few in this society seem prepared to
relinquish fully their subscription to notions of bio
logical race. This includes Congress and the
Supreme Court. Congress's anachronistic under
standing of race is exemplified by a 1988 statute that
explains that "the term 'racial group' means a set of
individuals whose identity as such is distinctive in
terms of physical cha racteristics or biological
descent." The Supreme Court, although purporting
to sever race from biology, also seems incapable of
doing so. In Saint Francis College v.AI-Khazraji,JO the
Court determined that an Arab could recover dam
ages for racial discrimination under 42
§
1981. Writing for the Court, Justice White appeared
to abandon biological notions of race in favor of a
sociopolitical conception, expla in ing: "[ . . .] Clear
cut categories do not exist. The particular traits
which have generally been chosen to characterize
races have been criticized as having little biological
significance. It has been found that differences be
tween individuals of the same race are often greater
than the differences between the 'average' individu
als of different races [... ]."11 Despite this seeming re
jection of biological race, Justice White continued:
"T he Court of Appeals was thus quite right in hold
ing that § 1981, 'at a minimum,' reaches discrimina
tion against an individual 'because he or she is ge
netically part of an ethnically and physiognomically
distinctive subgrouping of homo sapiens.' "1 2 By
adopting the lower court's language of genetics and
distinctive subgroupings, Justice White demon
strates the Court's continued reliance on blood as a
metonym for race. [... ] During oral argument in
Metrobroadcasting v. FCC, Justice Scalia again re
vealed tl1e Court's understanding of race as a matter
of blood. Scalia attacked the argument that granting
minorities broadcasting licenses would enhance di
versity by blasting "the policy as a matter of 'blood,'
at one point charging that the policy reduced to a
question of 'blood
blood, not background and

us.c

environment.T'" [
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Racial Formation
Race mu st be viewed as a social constru ction. That
is, human interaction rather than natural differenti
ation mu st be seen as the source and continued basis
for racial categorizatio n. The process by whi ch raci al
meanings ar ise has been labeled racial form ation ."
In this formulation , race is not a det erminant or a
residue of some othe r social phenomenon, but
rather stand s on its own as an amalgama tion of
com peting societal forces. Racial formation includes
both th e rise of racial groups and th eir constant
reification in social thought. I dr aw upon this theory
but use th e term "rac ial fabri cation" in order to
highlight four important facets of th e soc ial con
stru ction of race. First, humans rather th an abstract
social forces produce races. Second , as human con 
struc ts, races constitute an inte gral part of a whole
social fabric that includes gend er and class relations.
Third, the meaning-systems surrounding race
change qu ickly rather th an slowly. Finally, races are
con structed relationally, again st one ano ther, rath er
than in isolation. Fabrication impl ies th e workings
of human hands, and suggests the possibl e intention
to deceive. Mo re th an the industri al term "for ma
tion," wh ich carries connotation s of n eutral con
stru ctions and processes indifferent to individual
inter vention, referr ing to the fabrication of races
em phasizes the human elem ent and evokes the plas
tic and incon stant character of race. An archaeolog
ical explo ration of th e racial identity of Mexicans
[.. .J will illust rate these four elemen ts of race.
In th e early 1800s, people in the Un ited States
ascribed to Latin Americans nat ionalities an d, sepa 
rate from these, races. Thus, a Mexican might also be
White, Indi an, Black, or Asian . By th e 1840s and
1850s, however, U.S. Anglos looked with distaste
upon Mexicans in term s that conflated and stigma
tized their race and nationali ty. Th is anim us had its
sour ce in th e Anglo-Mexican conflicts in the South
west, parti cularly in Texas and Californ ia. In the
newly ind ependent Texas, war prop aganda from the
1830s and 1840s pu rporting to chron icle Mexican
"at rocities" relied on racial disparagements. Little
time elapsed followi ng the U.S. annexation of

Mexican territory in 1848 before laws began to re
flect and reify Anglo racial pr ejudice s. Social pr eju
dices quickly became legal ones, highlighting the
close ties between race and law. In 1855, for exam ple,
the Californ ia Legislature targeted Mexicans as a
racial group with the so-c alled Grease r Act. Ostensi
bly designed to discourage vagra ncy, the law specifi
cally applied to "all persons who are commo nly
known as 'Greasers' or th e issue of Spanish and
Indian blood .. . an d who go armed an d are not
peaceable and qu iet per son s." 15
Typ ifying th e arrogant belligeren ce of the time s
are th e writings of T. J. Farn ham:
No o ne acquainted with the indo lent, mixed race of
Californ ia will ever believe th at they will populate,
much less, for any length of time, govern the cou nt ry.
Th e law of Nature which curses the mulatto here with
a constitution less robu st th an tha t of either race from
which he sprang lays a simil ar penalty upon the m in
glin g of the Indi an and white races in California and
Mexico. They mu st fade away; while the m ixing o f dif
ferent branch es of the Cau casian family in the States
will continue to produce a race of men , who will en
large from per iod to period the field of their indus try
and civil dom ination, until not onl y th e Northern
States of Mexico, but the Californ ias also, will op en
thei r glebe to th e press ure of its unconquered ar m. Th e
old Saxon blood mu st stride th e continent, mu st com
mand all its nort hern shores, m ust her e press the grape
and the olive, here eat the or ange and the fig, and in
their own unaided might , erect the altar of civil an d re
ligious freedo m on the plains of th e Ca1ifornias. 16

Farnham's racist hubris illust rates the four impo r
tant point s abo ut the nature of racial fabrication
enumerated earlier.
First, the transfo rmation of "Mexican" from a na
tionality to a race cam e about through the dynam ic
interplay of myriad social forces. As th e various
strains in this passage indi cate, Farnham's racializa
tion of Mexicans do es not occu r in a vacuum but in
the context of domi nant ideology, perceived eco
nomic interests, an d psychological necessity. In
unabashedly procl aiming th e vir tue of raising indus
tr y and harnes sing nature, Farnha m tru mpeted the
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dominant Lockean ideology of the time, an ideology
which served to confirm the superiority of the indus
trialized Yankees and the inferiority of the pa storal
Mexicans and Indians, and to justify the expropria
tion of their lands." By laucling the commercial and
economic interests of colonial expansion, Farnham
also appealed to the freebooting capitalist spirit of
America, recounting to his East Coast readers the
riches which lay for their taking in a California popu
lated only by mixed-breed Mexicans. Finally, Farn
ham's assertions regarding the racial character of
these Mexicans reflected the psychological need to
justify conquest: the people already in California,
Farnham assured his readers, would "fade away"
under Nature's curse, and in any event, were as a race
"unfit" to govern their own land. As suggested, racial
fabrication must be viewed as a complex process sub
ject to manifold social forces.
Second, because races are constructed, ideas
about race form part of a whole social fabric into
which other relations, among them gender and class,
are also woven. Farnham's choice of martial and
masculine im agery is not accident but a reflection of
the close symbiosis in the construction of racial and
gender hierarchies during the nineteenth century.'"
This close symbiosis was reflected, for example, in
distinct patterns of gender racialization during the
era of frontier expansion-the native men of the
Southwest were depicted as indolent, slothful, cruel,
and cowardly Mexicans, while the women were de
scribed as fair, virtuous, and lonely Spanish maid
ens. Consider the following leaden verse:
The Spanish maid, with eye of fire,
At balmy evening turns her lyre
And, looking to the Eastern sky,
Awaitsour Yankee chivalry
Whose purer bloodand valiant arms,
Arefit to clasp her budding charms.
The man, her mate, is sunk in sioth- .
To love, his senseless heart is loth:
The pipe and glass and tinkling lute,
A sofa, and a dish offruit;
A nap,some dozen times by day;
Somberand sad, and never gay.19
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This doggerel depicts the Mexican women as Span
ish, linking their sexual desirability to European
origins, while concurrently comparing the purport
edly slothful Mexican man to the ostensibly virile
Yankee. Social renditions of masculinity and femi
ninity are inseverably a part of racial constructs,
just as racial stereotypes invariably embody some
elements of sexual identity. The archaeology of race
soon becomes the excavation of gender and sexual
identity.
Farnham's appeal to industry also reveals the
close interconnection between racial and class struc
tures. The observations of Arizona mine owner
Sylvester Mowry reflect this linkage: "Th e question
of [resident Mexican] labor is one which commends
itself to the attention of the capitalist: ch eap, and
under proper management, efficient and perma
nent. [.. .] They have been peons for generations.
They will remain so, as it is their natural condi 
tion." 20 When Farnham wrote in 1840 before U.S.
expansion into the Southwest, Yankee industry
stood in counterpoint to Mexican indolence. When
Mowry wrote in 1863, after fifteen years of U.S. re
gional control, Anglo capitalism stood in a fruitful
managerial relationship to cheap, efficient Mexican
labor. The nearly diametric change in the concep
tion of Mexicans held by Anglos, from indolent to
industrious, reflects the emergence of an Anglo eco
nomic elite in the Southwest and illustrates the close
connection between class relations and ideas about
race. [... ] The syncretic nature of racial, gender, and
class constructs suggests that a global approach to
oppression is not only desirable, it is necessary if the
amelioration of these destructive social hierarchies
is to be achieved.
Third, comparing the stereotypes of Mexicans
propounded by Farnham and Mowry demon
strates the relatively rapid rate at which rac ial
systems of meaning can change. In 1821, when
Mexico gained its independence, its residents were
not generally considered a race. Twenty years later,
as Farnham's writing shows, Mexicans were deni
grated in explicitly racial terms as indolent cow
ards. And twenty years after that, Mowry lauds
Mexicans as naturally industrious and faithful. The
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rapid emergence of Mexicans as a race, and the
equally quick tr ansformations wrought in their
perceived racial character, exemplify the plasticity
of race. Accretions of racial meaning are not sed i
mentary products which once deposited rem ain

solid and unchanged, or subject only to a slow
process of abrasion, erosion, and buildup. Instead ,
the pr ocesses of raci al fabrication continuously
melt down, mold, twist , and recast races: races are
not rocks , they are plastics .

KEY TERM

Califon

Almqui
: 7. See geT
Federal

reify/reification To make something into an
object, especiallyan object that can be traded
or sold at a market.
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"Radical" meant a democratic and somewhat more
egalitarian version of Liberalism; above all, the radi
cal streams of political thought were optimistic, as
serting the possibility of the perfection of society.
The Liberal tradition, by contrast, was more pes
simistic. By the early nineteenth century Liberals
had absorbed much of the cynicism of the Hobbe
sian conservatives, a cynicism appropriate to them
now that they represented a dominant class. Liberals
speculated that inequality and widespread poverty
were inevitable and necessary to the maintenance of
a high culture. Their laissez-faire economics was
often but a rewording of natural-law arguments
against tampering with the ordained order.
This political division was almost immediately
carried into the population issue. The response to
Malthus was divided doubly, between radical and
Liberal attitudes toward social control, and between
concern for sexual control and concern for popula
tion control. These clifferences made the Malthusian
controversy complex. A tendency among historians
to oversimplify that controversy has lumped to
gether all Malthus's supporters in one group and all
his opponents in another. In reality, a complex set of
responses made Malthusianism a tradition open to
many different interpretations.
Malthus's ideas on population were part of his
general work as a political economist of the develop
ing industrial-capitalist system, which he defended
primarily against its mercantilist opponents.
Malthus was a Liberal, and the economic forms he
defended, such as the transformation of virtually all
the nation's men into wage laborers, were attacked
more from the Right than from the Left. Malthus ap
pears in history as doing battle chiefly with the radi
cals in large part because his work on population has
continued controversial. Yet in the first edition of
Malthus's Essay, then a mere pamphlet, it is clear that
the population issue was but one among many
points on which Malthus disagreed with Godwin
and other advocates of revolutionary utopianism.
In all his views, even as they changed, Malthus
identified himself with the capitalist class and iden
tified its welfare with the welfare of his nation. He
wrote that it was impossible "to remove the want of
the lower classes of society. . . the pressure of

distress on this part of a community is an evil so
deeply seated, that no human ingenuity can reach
it."2An opponent of the existing British Poor Laws,"
he wrote in the second edition in 1803:
A man who is born into the world already possessed, if
he cannot get subsistence from his parents on whom
he has a just dem and , and if the society do not want his
labor, has no claim of right to the smallest of good , and ,
in fact, has no bus iness to be where he is. At nature's
mighty feast there is no vacant cover for him. She tells
him to be gone , and will quickly execute her own or
ders, if he do not work upon th e compassion of some
of her guests. If these guests get up and make room for
him, other intruders immediately appear demanding
the same favor. . . .3

In his attacks on any hint of the traditional right of
subsistence in the Poor Laws, Malthus was helping
the British bourgeoisie to destroy local traditions of
welfare and community responsibility, and thereby
to create a working class defenseless against incorpo
ration into industry. His work was ultimately influ
ential in securing the passage of the Poor Law of
1834, a measure reflecting the interests of the indus
trial capitalists almost exclusively: it abolished "out
door relief," forcing the poor to enter workhouses or,
as their only alternative, to take low-paying factory
jobs." The Law of 1834 has been called Malthusian,
and certainly Malthus supplied the original (and
tenacious) theory that welfare provisions themselves
contribute to overpopulation by encouraging repro
duction among the poor," a false attack still hurled at
welfare legislation today.
The most important contribution of Malthusian
population theory to that body of political thought
lay in its assumptions, not in its calculations or
policy recommendations. His formula that popula
tion increases geometrically and subsistence arith
metically does not stand Up.6 His prediction that
deliberate birth limitation could not work was al
ready being proven false in France, where birth
rates had been falling for many decades. " Much
more long-lasting as a theory, however, was the idea

' Legislation providing for state support of the needy.
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that overpopulation itself is the major cause of
poverty. Indeed, this idea is the kernel of Malthu
sianism. It made "natural" disasters such as war and
famine take on social meaning-they were popula
tion regulators whether so intended or not. In the
particular historical period in which Malthus offered
his interpretation of population and poverty, the
theory justified employers' interests in offering the
lowest possible wages. Indeed, the theory presented
the capitalist system of forcing laborers into jobs at
subsistence wages as somehow inevitable, as being
determined by natural laws such as those that gov
erned reproduction. Malthusian population theory
tended to draw attention away from the organization
of labor and the distribution of resources. Periodic
overpopulation was presented as universal; Malthus
did not notice, or did not care to mention, that the
rich did not suffer from overpopulation and famine.
By denying a class analysis of poverty, Malthusian
theory denied the validity of class antagonism as a
strategy for change. Demands made by the poor of the
rich were illegitimate; o~l.f::tell2 an~
u~1!!.d the pOlli help themselves. Malthus
saw this sexual restraint as doubly valuable: not only
would it reduce population but it would also stimu
late industriousness. (Malthus operated on the basis
of a crude theory of sublimation, an assumption that
the frustration of the sex urge would induce men to
put more energy into their work.) Yetat the same time
Malthus was suspicious of sexual restraint, as of all
forms of birth control, not merely out of religious
scruples but because of his primary concern for the
class interests ofindustrialists: "Prudential habits with
regard to marriage, carried to a considerable extent
among the labouring class of a country mainly depen
dent upon manufactures and commerce, might injure
it."s AsMarx pointed out, Malthus in fact understood
overpopulation as a product of the economic system,
of the "Trinity of · capitalistic production: over
production, over-population, over-consumption,"
but would not admit it.9 Instead Malthus, while deny
ing a class analysis to those who might use it against
the system, put forward the perspective of the indus
trial capitalist class as if it were universal truth.
Two assumptions, then, are central to
Malthusianism: that overpopulation causes poverty
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and that individual failings in the form of lack of
restraint cause overpopulation. These two assump
tions are equally central to neo-Malthusianism and
reveal the historical connection that gives the two
"isms" the same name. In birth-control history
Malthusianism and neo-Malthusianism were in op
position. Malthus was opposed to contraception,
which he considered a vice. "Neo-Malthusian," to
the contrary, was a name applied to early advocates
of contraception. But both shared the view that
overpopulation caused poverty, and it was on
that premise that the neo-Malthusians concluded
that population control could prevent poverty. Both
also shared the recommendation of self-help, as
opposed to class struggle, as a remedy for poverty.

Neo-Malthusianism
Neo-Malthusianism ill its origins was the radical
version of Malthusian population theory. Based on
optimistic premises, the neo-Malthusians believed
not only that population could be controlled but
that its control could provide a key to the creation of
a perfect society. It is sometimes said that they
turned Malthus on his head. But they only reversed
his religious opposition to contraception; they did
not reverse his basic assumptions about the driving
forces in the world, as Marx was later to do to Hegel.
Nevertheless, the neo-Malthusians had impor
tant differences with Liberals. Primarily they ac
cepted contraception. Anticlericalism, antirnysti
cism and even anti-Christianity made the radicals
more prepared to challenge both the conservative
interpretation that Providence determined family
size and the Liberal one that only restraint could do
it. Also associated with radicalism was a positive,
even adulatory, attitude toward science and technol
ogy which inclined it favorably toward contraceptive
technology. Perhaps most important was the radi
cals' greater acceptance of the scientific attitude that
nature could be controlled and manipulated by
human effort; surely it was this urge that led the
neo-Malthusians, when they encountered some tra
ditional contraceptive formulas, to recommend
them enthusiastically to the poor as a cure for their
poverty.
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TERMS

bourgeois/bourgeoisie Characteristics of the
middle class or members of the middle class,
especially identiRed with commercial and
entrepreneurial interests.
eugenics The "science" of eugenics was based on
Darwinian ideas of selecting the most "superior"
races to reproduce while discouraging or
eliminating those races believed to be inferior. .
laissez-faire economics Economic principle of
noninterference in the workings of the market.

NOTES
1. Eric Hobsbawm an d George Rude, Captain Swing
(New York: Panth eon, 1968), pp. 42-43.
2. Th oma s Malthus, An Essay on Population, 1st ed.
([ 1798J Lond on: Macmilla n, 1926), p. 95.
3. Ib id., 2d ed. (1803), pp. 531-32.
4. Mau rice Dobb, Studies in the Development of Capital
ism (Londo n: George Routledge & Sons, 1946), pp.
274-75; Ken neth Smith , The Malthusian Controversy
(Lon don : Routledge & Kegan Paul , 1951), p. 297. T hese
comments shoul d not be construed to mean tha t
Malthus suppo rted o nly "official" bour geois econom
ics. He also, for exam ple, defend ed the unproductive
consumption of th e aristocracy.

. Malthusianism The ideas proposed.by Thomas
Malthus in the late eighteenth century in England,
. in which the central beliefwas that 'population
increases, caused by individual inability to exercise
sexual restraint, lead to poverty.
natural law Laws derived from divine command
in the Christian tradition in late medieval and
early modern Europe.
utopianism A set of ideals for the reorga nization
of society.

5. I. R. Poynte r, Society and Pauperism (London:
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1969), pp. 225-27, 324.
6. Ronald L. Meek, Foreword to Marx and Engels on
Mal thus (London: Lawrence & Wishar t, 1953), passim .
7. Ind eed, in a later edi tion of his Essay, Malthus was
forced to ackno wledge th at deliber ate reproductive re
strain t m ight be worka ble. See Gertr ude Himmelfarb,
"The Specter of Malthus,' Victorian Minds (New York:
Knop f, 1968),pp. 102-1 05.
8. Malth us, Principles of Political Econ omy (Londo n,
1836), p. 254.
9. Karl Marx, Capital (New York: Modern Librar y, n.d. ),
1:696 n.
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Anna Davin

Anna Davin, a historian of Europe and imperialism,
details the use of Malthusianism and eugenics by the
British government to encourage population growth
among the British with the goal ofproducingmoresol
diers. Davin argues that such policiesfocused on teachAnna Davin, "Imper ialism and Motherh ood;' History Workshop
Journal (Spring 1978): 9- 11, 11-1 4.

ing women to be better mothersin orderto increase the
population of whitesasa raceable to colonize the world.

Population and Power
Around th e beginning of th e twent ieth century in
fant life and child health too k on a new importan ce
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formed the Comm ittee to End Sterilization Abuse
(CESA) in New York City. Their research revealed the
racist population-control policy begun in the 1940s
that led to th e sterilizatio n of over a third of ali wom en
ofchildbearing age in Puerto Rico. A highly successful
campaign of propaganda and withholding of othe r
fertility contro l had been conducted by a coalit ion of
government, big business, and medical forces. Add i
tional studies documented that disproporti onately
high numbers of Black and Native Ameri can wom en
in the United States were also being sterilized.
In respon se to the Hyde Amendment , radical and
socialist feminists in New York City formed th e Com
mittee for Abortion Right s and Against Sterilizatio n
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Abuse (CARASA). Abortion rights and freedom from
sterilization abuse were seen as two sides of the same
coin, since poor wome n, deni ed funding for abor
tion , might be coerced int o sterilization-which, by
contrast, was funded 90 percent by the govern men t.
Counterin g racist population-con trol policies was
int end ed to buil d un ity across race and class lines,
which had been one of the failings of the family lim i
tati on movement. Lesbian activists soo n urged the
movement to br oaden its agenda to include a red efi
nition of family an d to analyze reprod uction as it af
fects the social, economic, an d political needs of oth er
groups of women. This proce ss led to the compre
hensive, radical dem and for repro d uctive freedo m.
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fertility control Efforts to control or iriAuence

is

women's ability to bear children.

S2

population control Based on neo-Malthusian
eugenics, population control seeks to reduce
poverty through sterilization and increased
selective use of birth control.
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' include opposition to sterilization abuse and
population control. This concept calls for a radical
redefinition offamily and reproduction.
sterilization Biomedical techniques to prevent

reproduction.

reproductive freedom Reproductive
freedom moves beyond the abortion debate to

ipreme Court decid ed in
choose an abortion be
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Activist and scholar Angela Davis argues' that racist
sterilization abuse is an important part of the debate
all reproductive rights in the United States. She gives
historical examples of the way the domesticpopulation
policyof the U. S. government stems from eugenics.
Angela Davis, " Rep rod uctive Rights," Women, Race and Class,
NewYork: Vintage Books, 1983: 215-2 1.

Th e abor tio n rights activists of the early 1970s
sho uld have examined th e histo ry ,of thei r move
ment. Had they done so, they might have understood
why so many of their Black sisters adopted a posture
of suspicion tow ard thei r cau se. The y might have
understood how imp ortant it was to undo the racist
deeds of thei r predecessors, who had advocated
birth contro l as well as compulsory sterilization as a
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means of eliminating the "unfit" sectors of the pop
ulation. Consequently, the young white feminists
might have been more receptive to the suggestion
that their campaign for abortion rights include a
vigorous condemnation of sterilization abuse, which
had become more widespread th an ever.
It was not until the media decided that the casual
sterilization of two Black girls in Montgomery,
Alabama, was a scandal worth reporting that the
Pandora's box of sterilization abuse was finally flung
open . But by the time the case of the Relf sisters
broke, it was practically too late to influence the pol
itics of the abortion rights movement. It was the
summer of 1973 and the Supreme Court decision le
galizing abortions had already been announced in
January. Nevertheless, the urgent need for mass op
position to sterilization abuse became tragically
clear. The facts surrounding the Relf sisters' story
were horrifyingly simple. Minnie Lee, who was
12 years old, and Mary Alice, who was 14, had been
unsuspectingly carted into an operating room,
where surgeons irrevocably robbed them of their
capacity to bear children. I The surgery had been
ordered by the HEW-funded Montgomery Com
munity Action Committee (funded by the U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare)
after it was discovered that Depo-Provera, a drug
previously administered to the girls as a birth
prevention measure, caused cancer in test animals .'
After the Southern Poverty Law Center filed suit
on behalf of the Relf sisters, the girls ' mother re
vealed that she had unknowingly "consented" to the
operation, having been deceived by the social work
ers who handled her daughters' case. They had asked
Mrs. Relf, who was unable to read, to put her "X"
on a document, the contents of which were not
described to her. She assumed, she said , that it au
thorized the continued Depo-Provera injections. As
she subsequen tly learned, she had authorized the
surgical sterilization of her daughters.'
In the aftermath of the publicity exposing the
Relf sisters' case, similar episodes were brought to
light. In Montgomery alone, 11 girls, also in their
teens, had been similarly sterilized. HEW-funded
birth control clinics in other states, as it turned out,
had also subjected young girls to sterilization abuse.

Moreover, individual women came forth with
equally outrageous stories. Nial Ruth Cox, for ex
ample, filed suit against the state of North Carolina.
When she was 18-eight years before the suit
officials had threatened to discontinue he r family's
welfare payments if she refused to submit to surgi
cal sterilization." Before she assented to the opera
tion, she was assured that her infertility would be

temporary.'
Nial Ruth Cox's lawsuit was aimed at a state
which had diligently practiced the theory of eugen
ics. Under the auspices of the Eugenics Commission
of North Carolina, so it was learned, 7,686 steriliza
tions had been carried out since 1933. Although the
operations were justified as mea sures to prevent the
reproduction of "mentally deficient persons," about
5,000 of the sterilized persons had been black." Ac
cording to Brenda Feigen Fasteau, the American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) attorney representing
Nial Ruth Cox, North Carolina's recent record was
not much better.
As far as I can determine, the stat istics reveal that since
1964, approximately 6S percent of the women steril
ized in North Carolina were Black and approximately
35 perc ent were white. ?

As the flurry of publicity exposing sterilization
abuse revealed, the neighboring state of South
Carolina had been the site of further atrocities.
Eighteen women from Aiken, South Carolina,
charged that they had been sterilized by a Dr. Clovis
Pierce during the early 1970s. The sole obstetrician in
that small town, Pierce had consistently sterilized
Medicaid recipients with two or more children. Ac
cording to a nurse in his office, Dr. Pierce insisted
that pregnant welfare women would "have to submit
[sic!] to voluntary sterilization" if they wanted him to
deliver their babies." While he was "... tired of people
running around and having babies and paying for
them with my taxes,"? Dr. Pierce received some
$60,000 in taxpayers' money for the sterilizations he
performed. During his trial he was supported by the
South Carolina Medical Association, whose mem
bers declared that doctors "... have a moral and legal
right to insist on sterilization permission before ac
cepting a patient, if it is done on the initial visit." 10
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Revelations of sterilization abuse during that
time exposed th e complicity of the federal govern
ment. At first th e Department of Health, Educ ation,
and Welfare claim ed that approxim ately 16,000
women and 8,000 men had been sterilized in 1972
under the auspices of federal programsY Later,
however, th ese figures underwent a drastic revision.
Carl Shultz, director of HEW's Population Affairs
Office, estim ated that between 100,000 and 200,000
sterilizations had actually been funded th at year by
the federal government. 12 During Hitler's Germany,
incidentall y, 250,000 sterilizations were carried out
under the Nazis' He reditary Health Law.13 Is it pos si
ble that th e record of th e Nazis, throughout the years
of thei r reign, may have been alm ost equaled by U.S.
government-funded sterilizations in the space of a
single year?
Given th e historical genocide inflicted on the na
tive population of the United States, one would
assum e that Native American Indians would be
exempted from the government's ste rilization cam
paign. But according to Dr. Con nie Uri's test imony
in a Senate committee hearing, by 1976 some
24 percent of all Indian women of ch ildbearing age
had been sterilized." "O ur bloodlines are being
stopped ," the Choctaw physician told the Senate
comm ittee , "Our unborn will not be bo rn . .. This
is genocidal to our people."ls According to Dr. Uri ,
the Indian Health Serv ices Ho spital in Clarem or e,
Oklahoma, had been sterilizin g one out of every
four wom en giving birth in that federal facility. 16
Native Am erican Indians are special targets of
government propaganda on steriliz ation . In one of
the HEW pamphlets aimed at Indian people, there is
a sketch of a fam ily with ten children and one horse
and another sketch of a family with one child and
ten horses. The drawings are supposed to imply that
more child ren mean more poverty and fewer chil
dren mean wealth. As if the ten horses owned by the
one-child family had been m agically con jured up by
birth control and sterilization su rgery.
The domestic population policy of th e U.S.
government has an undeniably racist edge. Nat ive
American , Chicana, Puerto Rican, and Black
women continue to be sterilized in disproportionate
numb ers. According to a National Fertility Study
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conducted in 1970 by Princeton Uni versity's Office
of Population Control, 20 per cent of all marri ed
Black wom en have been permanently sterilized."
Approxim ately th e sam e percentage of Chicana
women had been rendered sur gically infertile. IS
Moreover, 43 percent of the wom en sterilized through
federally subsidized programs were Black. 19
Th e asto nishi ng number of Pu ert o Rican women
who have been sterilized reflects a special govern 
ment poli cy that can be tra ced back to 1939. In that
year President Roosevelt's Interdepartmental Com
mittee on Puerto Rico issued a statement att ributing
th e island's econom ic problems to th e phenomenon
of overpopulation." Thi s committee proposed that
efforts be undertaken to reduce the birth rat e to no
more than the level of the death rat e." Soon after
ward an expe rim ental ster ilization campaign was
undertaken in Puerto Rico. Although th e Catholic
Church in itially oppo sed thi s experiment and
forced the cessation of the pro gram in 1946, it was
converted during the early 1950s to th e teachin gs
and practice of population control." In this period
over 150 birth control clinic s were opened, resulting
in a 20 percent decline in population growth by the
m id-1 960s.23 By th e 1970s, over 35 percent of all
Puerto Rican women of childbearing age had been
surgically sterilized.i" According to Bonn ie Mass, a
serious critic of the u.s. government's population
policy,
. .. if purely mathematical projections are to be taken
seriously, if the present rate of sterilization of 19,000
monthly were to continue, then the island's population
of workers and peasants could be extinguished within
the next 10 or 20 years . . . [establishing] for the first
time in world history a systematic use of population
control capable of eliminating an entire generation of
people.i?

During the 1970s, the devast ating implications of
the Puerto Rican expe rim ent began to emerge with
unmistakable clarity. In Puerto Rico the presence of
corporati ons in th e highly auto m ated metallurgical
and pharmaceutical industries had exacerbated
the problem of unemployment. Th e pro spect of an
ever-larg er army of unemployed workers was one
of the m ain incentives for the m ass sterilization
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program. Inside the United States today, enormous
numbers of people of color-and especially racially
oppressed youth-have become part of a pool of
permanently unemployed workers. It is hardly coin
cidental, considering the Puerto Rican example, that
the increasing incidence of sterilization has kept
pace with the high rates of unemployment. As
growing numbers of white people suffer the brutal
consequences of unemployment, they can also ex
pect to become targets of the official sterilization
prop aganda.
The prevalence of sterilization abuse during the
latte r 1970s may have been greater than ever before .
Although the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare issued guidelines in 1974, which were osten
sibly designed to prevent involuntary sterilizations,
the situation has nonetheless deteriorated. When the
American Civil Liberties Union's Reproductive Free
dom Project conducted a survey of teaching hospi
tals in 1975, it discovered that 40 percentof those in
stitutions were not even aware of the regu.lations
issued by HEW,26 Only 30 percent of the hospitals
examined by the ACLU were even attempting to
comply with the guidelines."
The 1977 Hyde Amendment added yet another
dimension to coercive sterilization practices. As a re
sult of this law passed by Congress, federal funds for
abortions were eliminated in all cases but those
involving rape and the risk of death or severe ill
ness. According to Sandra Salazar of the California
Department of Public Health, the first victim of the
Hyde Amendment was a 27-year-old Chicana
woman from Texas. She died as a result of an illegal
abortion in Mexico shortly after Texas discon tinued
government-funded abortions. There have been
many more victims-women for whom sterilization
has become the only alternative to the abortions that
are currently beyond their reach. Sterilizations con
tinue to be federally funded and free, to poor
women, on demand.
Over the last decade the struggle against steriliza
tion abuse has been waged primarily by Puerto Rican,
Black, Chican a, and Native American women. Their
cause has not yet been embraced by the women 's
movement as a whole. Within organizations repre
senting the interes ts of middle -class white women,

there has been a certain reluctance to support the de
mands of the campaign against sterilization abuse,
for these women are often denied their individu al
rights to be sterilized when they desire to take this
step. While women of color are urged, at every turn,
to become permanently infertile, white women en
joying prosperous economic conditions are urged, by
the same forces, to reproduce themselves. They there
fore sometim es consider the "waiting period" and
other details of the demand for "informed consent "
to sterilization as further inconveniences for women
like themselves. Yet whatever the inconveniences for
white middle-class women, a fundamental reproduc
tive right of racially oppressed and poor women is at
stake. Sterilization abuse must be ended.
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Intersectionality, Identity Politics, and
Violence against Women of Color
Kimberle Crenshaw

New social movements have led to many debates about
what constitutes identity. Legal scholar Kimberle
Crenshaw believes that the concept of a generalized
"essential" gender identity does not address differences
among women based on race or culture. She proposes
the idea of "intersectional" identities to acknowledge
the complexity of belonging simultaneously to several
groups.

Over the last two decades, women have organized
against the almost routine violence that shapes their
lives.' Drawing from the strength of shared experi
ence, women have recognized that the political de
mands of millions speak more powerfully than the
pleas of a few isolated voices. This politicization in
turn has transformed the way we understand vio
lence against women. For example, battering and
rape, once seen as private (family matters) and aber
rational (errant sexual aggression), are now largely
recognized as part of a broad-scale system of domi
nation that affects women as a class.' This process of
recognizing as social and systemic what was formerly
perceived as isolated and individual has also charac
terized the identity politics of African-Americans,
other people of color, and gays and lesbians, among
others. For all these groups, identity-based politics
has been a source of strength, community, and
intellectual development.
The embrace of identity politics, however, has
been in tension with dominant conceptions of social
justice. Race, gender, and other identity categories are
most often treated in mainstream liberal discourse
Kimberle Crenshaw, "Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality,
Identity Politics, and Violence against Women of Color;' in
Stanford Law Review, vol. 43, July 1991: 1241-52, 1262-65.
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as vestiges of bias or domination-that is, as intrin
sically negative frameworks in which social power
works to exclude or marginalize those who are dif
ferent. According to this understanding, our libera
tory objective should be to empty such categories of
any social significance. Yet implicit in certain strands
of feminist and racial liberation movements, for ex
ample, is the view that the social power in delineat
ing difference need not be the power of domination;
it can instead be the source of social empowerment
and reconstruction.
The problem with identity politics is not that it
fails to transcend difference, as some critics charge,
but rather the opposite-that it frequently conflates
or ignores intragroup differences. In the context of
violence against women, this elision of difference in
identity politics is problematic, fundamentally be
cause the violence that many women experience is
often shaped by other dimensions of their identities,
such as race and class. Moreover, ignoring difference
within groups contributes to tension among groups,
another problem of identity politics that bears on
efforts to politicize violence against women. Femi
nist efforts to politicize experiences of women and
antiracist efforts to politicize experiences of people
of color have frequently proceeded as though the
issues and experiences they each detail occur on mu
tually exclusive terrains. Although racism and sex
ism readily intersect in the lives of real people, they
seldom do in feminist and antiracist practices. And
so, when the practices expound identity as woman
or person of color as an either/or proposition, they
relegate the identity of women of color to a location
that resists telling.
My objective in this essay is to advance the telling
of that location by exploring the race and gender
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dimensions of violence against women of color.'
Contemporary feminist and antiracist discourses
have failed to consider intersectional identities,
suchas women of color." Focusing on male violence
against women through battering, I consider how
theexperiences of women of color are frequently the
product of intersecting patterns of racism and sexIsm, andhow these experiences tend not to be repre
sented within the discourses of either feminism or
anti racism. Because of their intersectional identity
as both women and of color within discourses that
are shaped to respond to one or the other, women of
color are marginalized within both.
[... ]
I observed the dynamics of structural intersec
tionality during a brief field study of battered
women's shelters located in minority communities
in Los Angeles." In most cases, the physical assault
that leads women to these shelters is merely the most
immediate manifestation of the subordination they
experience. Many women who seek protection are
unemployed or underemployed, and a good number
of them are poor. Shelters serving these women can
not afford to address only the violence inflicted by
the batterer; they must also confront the other mul
tilayered and routinized forms of domination that
often converge in these women's lives, hindering
their ability to create alternatives to the abusive rela
tionships that brought them to shelters in the first
place. Many women of color, for example, are bur
dened by poverty, child care responsibilities, and the
lack of job skills." These burdens, largely the conse
quence of gender and class oppression, are then
compounded by the racially discriminatory employ
ment and housing practices women of color often
face/ as well as by the disproportionately high un
employment among people of color that makes bat
tered women of color less able to depend on the sup
port of friends and relatives for temporary shelter."
Where systems of race, gender, and class domina
tion converge, as they do in the experiences of bat
tered women of color, intervention strategies based
solely on the experiences of women who do not
share the same class or race backgrounds will be of
lirnited'help to women who because of race and class
face different obstacles." Such was the case in 1990
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when Congress amended the marriage fraud provi
sions of the Immigration and Nationality Act to
protect immigrant women who were battered or ex
posed to extreme cruelty by the United States citi
zens or permanent residents these women immi
grated to the United States to marry. Under the
marriage fraud provisions of the act, a person who
immigrated to the United States to marry a United
States citizen or permanent resident had to remain
"properly" married for two years before even apply
ing for permanent resident status,'? at which time
applications for the immigrant's permanent status
were required of both spouses." Predictably, under
these circumstances, many immigrant women were
reluctant to leave even the most abusive of partners
for fear of being deported.F When faced with the
choice between protection from their batterers and
protection against deportation, many immigrant
women chose the latter.
Reports of the tragic consequences of this double
subordination put pressure on Congress to include
in the Immigration Act of 1990 a provision amend
ing the marriage fraud rules to allow for an explicit
waiver for hardship caused by domestic violence."
Yet many immigrant women, particularly immigrant
women of color, have remained vulnerable to batter
ing because they are unable to meet the conditions
established for a waiver. The evidence required to
support a waiver "can include, but is not limited to,
reports and affidavits from police, medical person
nel, psychologists, school officials, and social service
agencies." For many immigrant women, limited ac
cess to these resources can make it difficult to obtain
the evidence needed for a waiver. And cultural barri
ers often further discourage immigrant women from
reporting or escaping battering situations. Tina
Shum, a family counselor at a social service agency,
points out, "This law sounds so easy to apply, but
there are cultural complications in the Asian commu
nity that make even these requirements difficult. ...
Just to find the opportunity and courage to call us is
an accomplishment for many." The typical immi
grant spouse, she suggests, may live" [i]n an extended
family where several generations live together, there
may be no privacy on the telephone, no opportunity
to leave the house, and no understanding of public
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phones." As a consequence, many immigrant women
are wholly dependent on their husbands as their link
to the world outside their homes.
Immigrant women are also vulnerable to spousal
violence because so many of them depend on their
husbands for information regarding their legal sta
tuS.14 Manywomen who are now permanent residents
continue to suffer abuse under threats of deportation
by their husbands. Even if the threats are unfounded,
women who have no independent access to informa
tion will still be intimidated by such threats. And even
though the domestic violence waiver focuses on im
migrant women whose husbands are United States
citizens or permanent residents, there are countless
women married to undocumented workers (or who
are themselves undocumented) who suffer in silence
for fear that the security of their entire families will be
jeopardized should they seek help or otherwise call .
attention to themselves. IS
Language barriers present another structural
problem that often limits opportunities of non
English-speaking women to take advantage of exist
ing support services. Such barriers not only limit
access to information about shelters but also limit
access to the security shelters provide. Some shelters
turn non-English-speaking women away for lack of
bilingual personnel and resources.
These examples illustrate how patterns ofsubordi
nation intersect in women's experience of domestic
violence. Intersectional subordination need not be
intentionally produced; in fact, it is frequently the
consequence of the imposition of one burden that in
teracts with pre-existing vulnerabilities to create yet
another dimension ofdisempowerment. In the case of
the marriage fraud provisions of the Immigration and
Nationality Act, the imposition of a policy specifically
designed to burden one class-immigrant spouses
seeking permanent resident status-exacerbated the
disempowerment of those already subordinated by
other structures of domination. By failing to take
into account the vulnerability of immigrant spouses
to domestic violence, Congress positioned these
women to absorb the simultaneous impact of its
anti-immigration policy and their spouses' abuse.
The enactment of the domestic violence waiver
of the marriage fraud provisions similarly illustrates

how modest attempts to respond to certain prob
lems can be ineffective when the intersectionalloca
tion of women of color is not considered in fashion
ing the remedy. Cultural identity and class affect the
likelihood that a battered spouse could take advan
tage of the waiver. Although the waiver is formally
available to all women, the terms of the waiver make
it inaccessible to some. Immigrant women who are
socially, culturally, or economically privileged are
more likely to be able to marshall the resources
needed to satisfy the waiver requirements. Those
immigrant women least able to take advantage of
the waiver-women who are socially or economi
cally the most marginal-are most likely to be
women of color.
[... J

Political Intersectionality
The concept of political intersectionality highlights
the fact that women of color are situated within at
least two subordinated groups that frequently pur
sue conflicting political agendas. The need to split
one 's political energies between two sometimes op
posing groups is a dimension of intersectional dis
empowerment that men of color and white women
seldom confront. Indeed, their specific raced and
gendered experiences, although intersectional, often
define as well as confine the interests of the entire
group. For example, racism as experienced by people
of color who are of a particular gender-male
tends to determine the parameters of antiracist
strategies, just as sexism as experienced by women
who are of a particular race-white-tends to
ground the women's movement. The problem is not
simply that both discourses fail women of color by
not acknowledging the "additional" issue of race or
of patriarchy but that the discourses are often inad
equate even to the discrete tasks of articulating the
full dimensions of racism and sexism. Because
women of color experience racism in ways not al
ways the same as those experienced by men of color
and sexism in ways not always parallel to experi 
ences of white women, anti racism and feminism are
limited, even on their own terms.
[... J
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Race and Domestic Violence
Support Services
Women working in the field of domestic violence
have sometimes reproduced the subordination an d
marginalizat ion of women of color by ado pting
policies, priorities, o r strategies of em powerme nt
that either elide or wholly disregard th e particular
intersection al need s of women of color. Whil e gen 
der, race, and class intersect to create the particular
context in which women of color expe rience vio
lence, certain choices made by "allies" can rep rod uce
intersection al subo rdi natio n within the very resis
tance strategies designed to respond to the pro blem .
This pro blem is starkly illustrated by the in
accessibility of domestic violence support services
to many non-English-speaking women. In a letter
written to the deputy commissioner of the New York
State Department of Social Services, Diana Campos,
Director of Human Services for Programas de
Ocupaciones y Desarrollo Econ6mico Real, Inc .
(PODER), detailed the case of a Latina in crisis who
was repeatedly denied accommodation at a shel ter
because she could not prove that she was English
proficient. The woman had fled her home with her
teenage son, believing her husband's threats to kill
them bo th . She called the do mest ic violence hot lin e
administered by PODER seeking she lter for herself
and her son. Because mo st shelters woul d not ac
commo da te the woman with her son, they were
forced to live on th e streets for two days. The ho tline
counselor was finally able to find an agency th at
would take bo th the m other and th e so n, b ut when
the counselor told th e intake coordinator at th e shel
ter that the woman spoke limited English , the coor
dinator told her tha t the y could not take anyone who
was not English -proficient. Whe n the woma n in cri
siscalled back and was told of th e shelter's "ru le," she
replied th at she could und erstand English if spoke n
to her slowly. As Ca mpos explains, Mildred, the hot
line counselor, told Wendy, the in take coordinator
that the woman said that she co uld communicate a lit
tle in English. Wendy told Mildred th at they could
not provid e services to th is woman because they have
house rules th at the woma n mus t agree to follow.
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Mildred asked her, "Wh at if the woman agrees to fol
low your rules? Will you still not take her?" Wendy
responded that all of the women at the shelter are re
qu ired to attend raj support group and the y would not
be able to have her in the group if she could not com
municate. Mildred men tio ned the severity of this
woma n's case. She told Wendy that the woman had
been wan deri ng the stree ts at night while her hu sband
is home, and she had been mu gged twice. She also reit
erated th e fact th at th is woma n was in danger of being
killed by either her h usband o r a m ugger. Mild red ex
pressed that the woma n's safety was a priority at this
point, and that once in a safe place, receiving counsel
ing in a support group could be dealt with."

The in take coordinator restated the shelter's po l
icy of taking only English-speaking wom en and
stated further that the woman would have to call the
shelter herself for screening. If the woman could
comm unicate with them in English, she might be
accepted . When the woman called the PODER hot
line later that day, she was in such a state of fear that
the hotlin e counselor who had been worki ng with
her had difficulty understanding her in Spanish."
Cam pos direc tly inte rvened at this po int, calling the
executive direc tor of the shelter. A counselor called
back fro m the shelter. As Campos reports,
Mar ie [the counselor 1 told me tha t they did not want
to take th e woman in the shelter because they felt tha t
the woman wou ld feel isolated. I explained that the son
agreed to tra nslate for his mother d ur ing the inta ke
process. Furtherm ore, that we would assist them in
locating a Span ish-speaking battered wome n's advo
cate to assist in counseling her. Marie stated tha t utiliz
ing the son was no t an acceptable mean s of communi
catio n for them, since it further victim ized the victim . In
addition, she stated that they had sim ilar experiences
with wome n who were non-English-s peakin g, an d that
the women even tu ally just left because they were not
able to communicate with anyone. I expressed myex
treme conc ern for her safety and reiterated that we
would assist them in provid ing her with the necessary
serv ices until we could get her placed som eplace where
they had bilingual staff."

After several more calls, th e shelter finally agreed
to take the woman. The woma n called on ce mo re
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during the negotiation; however, aft er a plan was in
place, th e wom an never called back. Said Campos,
"After so m any calls, we a re now left to wonder if she
is alive and well, and if she will ever have enough
faith in our ability to help her to call us again the
next time sh e is in cri sis,"!"
Despite this woman 's desperate need, she was
un able to receive the protection affo rd ed English
spe aking women, due to the shelter's rigi d commit
ment to exclusionary policies. Perhap s even more
troubling than the shelter's lack of bilingual re
so ur ces was its refu sal to allow a friend o r relative to
translate for the woman. This sto ry illustrates the
absurdity of a fem inist app ro ach th at would m ake
the ability to attend a support gro up without a
translator a more significant consid er ation in th e
distribution of resources than the risk of ph ysical
harm on the stree t. The point is not th at the shelter's
image of em powerme n t is empty, but rath er th at it
was imposed without regard to the disempowering
consequen ces for women who didn't m atch the kind
of client th e shelter's ad m in istra tors im agined . And
thus th ey failed to acco m plish th e basic p riority of
the shel ter movement-to get th e woman out of
danger.
Here the woman in crisis was m ade to bear th e
burd en of th e shelter's refusal to anticipate and pro
vid e fo r the needs of non-English -speaking women .
Said Ca m po s, "It is unfair to impose more stress o n
victims by placing th em in the position of having to
demonst rate their proficiency in Engl ish in order to

receive services that are read ily avail able to other
battered women." Th e p ro blem is n ot easily dis
missed as o ne of well -intentioned igno ra rice. The
spec ific issu e of m onolingualism and the monistic
view of wo m en's experience that set th e stage for this
tragedy were not new issues in New York. Indeed,
several women of color reported th at th ey had re
peatedly str ugg led with th e New York State Coali
tion Against Domest ic Violence over language exclu 
sion an d other pract ices that m argin alized the
interests of women of color." Yet despite repeated
lobbying, th e Coalition did not actto inco r po rate
the sp ecific ne eds of non white women in to its cen
tral or gani zin g vision.
[...J

The st rugg le over which differences matter and
which do not is neither an ab stract no r an insignifi
can t debate am o ng wo men. Indeed, th ese conflicts
are ab out more than di fference as such; th ey ra ise
critical issues of power. The problem is not simply
that women who dominate the antiviolence move
ment are different from wo m en of colo r but that
they frequently ha ve power to d etermine, through
either m ate rial or rhe torical resources, whether th e
intersectional differences of women of color will be
incorporated at all into th e basic formul ation of pol
icy. Thus, th e stru ggle over in corporating these dif
ferences is not a petty or superficia l conflict about
who gets to sit at the head of the table. In the context
of violence, it is sometimes a deadly serio us matter
of who will sur vive-and who will not. 22

KEY TERMS
intersectionality The recognition of the many

woman of color The term used since the early

strands that make up identity; for example, the ways
in which sexism and racism are intertwined in the .
identities of women of color.
.

1980s to refer to women in the United States who
.have been identified as nonwhite or non-European.
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